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EMU/MEMU COACHES: Objectives
Question
1.
Rating of EMU transformer is
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

(a) 1200KVA
(b) 1000KVA
Voltage rating of EMU Traction Motor is
(a) 500 V
(b) 580 V

8.
9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

(c) 800 KVA

(d) 1100KVA

1.

(b)

(c) 535 V

(d) 550 V

2.

(c)

(d) 952 mm

3.

(d)

(d) 2

4.

(a)

(d) 5

5.

(c)

6.

(c)

7.

(a)

8.

(b)

9.

(c)

10.

(d)

11.

(b)

12.

(a)

13.

(c)

14.

(b)

15.

(b)

New wheel diameter of EMU Motor Coach/Trailer coach
(a) 900 mm
(b) 950 mm
(c) 850 mm
Total auxiliary motors in EMU motor coach are
(a) 5
(b) 4
(c) 3
Total No. of traction motors in a EMU Motor Coach is
(a) 2
(b) 3
(c) 4

The Safety device provided in EMU for detecting gassing and the protection of
Transformer is:

(a) OLP
7.

Answer

(b) TTR

(c) BUD

(d) PRV

The Safety device fitted in the EMU Transformer for its protection
against explosion:
(a) PRV
(b) OLP
(c) BUD
(d) TTR
The Ampere hour capacity of EMU battery is :
(a) 80 Ah
(b) 90 Ah
(c) 100 Ah
(d) 75 Ah
In EMU, the setting of Parking brake governor cut in/cut out is :
(a) 6.0/7.0
(b) 3.3/4.3 kg/cm2
(c) 2.6/3.2
(d) 4.0/5.0
2
2
kg/cm
kg/cm
kg/cm2
In EMU the setting of MCP Governor cut in /cut out is :
(a) 5.0/6.0
(b) 7.0/8.0 kg/cm2
(c) 4.5/5.5
(d) 6.0/7.0
2
2
kg/cm
kg/cm
kg/cm2
In EMU one of the following is a part of brake controller :
(a) Tripple valve
(b) Equalising
(c) Safety
(d) Application
discharge valve
valve
magnet valve
In EMU one of the following is a part of EP unit :
(a) Tripple valve
(b) Equalising
(c) Puppet
(d) Self lapping
discharge valve
valve
cylinder
In EMU the setting of equipment governor cut in/cut out is
(a) 4.5/5.5
(b) 2.2/3.8 kg/cm2
(c) 4.2/3.3
(d) 4.4/5.2
2
2
kg/cm
kg/cm
kg/cm2
In EMU the setting of control governor cut in/cut out is
(a) 5.5/4.3
(b) 3.3/4.2 kg/cm2
(c) 3.2/4.8
(d) 5.5/6.5
2
2
kg/cm
kg/cm
kg/cm2
In EMU the BC Pressure for MC is :
(a) 2.0 kg/cm2
(b) 1.6 kg/cm2
(c) 3.5
(d) 1.5 kg/cm2
kg/cm2
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16.

17.

18.

19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

25.

26.

27.
28.
29.
30.

31.

32.

In EMU the BC Pressure for TC is :
(a) 2.0 kg/cm2
(b) 1.6 kg/cm2
In EMU the MR Pressure is :
(a) 5.0 kg/cm2
(b) 6.0 kg/cm2

(c) 1.2
kg/cm2

(d) 1.5 kg/cm2

16.

(c)

(c) 7.0
kg/cm2

(d) 8.0 kg/cm2

17.

(c)

(d) None of the
above

18.

(b)

(d) 857 mm

19.

(c)

(d) 857 mm

20.

(d)

(d) 3660 mm

21.

(d)

(d) 91

22.

(b)

(d) 1 : 5.55

23.

(c)

(d) None of the
above

24.

(b)

(d) None of the
above

25.

(a)

(d) None of the
above

26.

(b)

(c) 110 V DC

(d) 230 V DC

27.

(c)

(c) 230 KW

(d) 167 KW

28.

(d)

(c) 25 KVA

(d) 50 KVA

29.

(a)

(c) AF

(d) None of the
above

30.

(a)

(d) None of the
above

31.

(a)

(d) None of the
above

32.

(c)

The type of Traction Motor used in EMU is :
(a) 4001 BX
(b) 4601 BX
(c) 6040 BX
The wheel diameter condemn limit for MC is :
(a) 952 mm
(b) 900 mm
(c) 877 mm
The wheel diameter condemn limit for TC is :
(a) 952 mm
(b) 900 mm
(c) 877 mm
The width of EMU coach is :
(a) 3250 mm
(b) 3600 mm
(c) 3650 mm
The No of teeth in EMU traction motor pinion is :
(a) 19
(b) 20
(c) 55
The gear ratio in EMU is ;
(a) 1 : 4
(b) 1 : 5
(c) 1 : 4.55
The type of EMU pantograph is ;
(a) AM-10
(b) AM-12
(c) AM-14
The type of strip used in EMU pantograph is ;
(a) Metalised
(b) Carbon
(c) Mild steel
carbon
The pantograph strip thickness condemn limit is ;
(a) 2.5 mm
(b) 3.5 mm
(c) 4.5 mm
The control voltage in EMU is ;
(a) 110 V AC
(b) 230 V AC
The rating of EMU traction motor is :
(a) 150 KW
(b) 535 KW
The rating of EMU Transformer is :
(a) 1000 KVA
(b) 535 KVA
The type of cooling of transformer oil is :
(a) OFAF
(b) OF

The voltage of primary winding of EMU transformer is :
(a) 25 KV
(b) 266 V
(c) 782 V
The voltage of Secondary winding of EMU transformer is :
(a) 25 KV
(b) 266 V
(c) 782 V
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33.

34.

35.
36.

37.

38.

39.

40.

41.

42.
43.

44.

45.

46.

47.

The voltage of Auxiliary I winding of EMU transformer is :
(a) 25 KV
(b) 266 V
(c) 782 V

(d) None of the
above

The voltage of Auxiliary II winding of EMU transformer is :
(a) 141 V
(b) 266 V
(c) 782 V
(d) None of the
above
The capacity of oil pump in EMU is :
(a) 363.6 lpm
(b) 263.6 lpm
(c) 360 lpm
(d) 400 lpm
The No of main poles in EMU traction motor is :
(a) 2
(b) 4
(c) 6
(d) None of the
above
The setting of thermostat in EMU transformer is :
(a) 75 o C
(b) 85 o C
(c) 65 o C
(d) None of the
above
The BDV stands for :
(a) Break down
(b) Break down
(c) Break
(d) None of the
value
voltage
drop voltage
above
The BDV for new filtered oil for transformer is :
(a) 40 KV
(b) 60 KV
(c) 30 KV
(d) None of the
above
The capacity of main compressor in EMU is:
(a) 900 lpm
(b) 1000 lpm
(c) 500 lpm
(d) None of the
above
The rating of MCP in EMU is:
(a) 12 HP
(b) 10 HP
(c) 20 HP
(d) None of the
above
The No of carbon brushes in TM are :
(a) 2
(b) 4
(c) 6
(d) 8
The condemning size of TM carbon brush is :
(a) 32 mm
(b) 40 mm
(c) 35 mm
(d) None of the
above
The type of TM suspension in EMU is ;
(a) Fixed
(b) Axle hung nose
(c) Mounting (d) None of the
above
suspended
pad
The type of Schaku coupler in EMU is :
(a) Semi(b) Permanent
(c) Screw
(d) None of the
above
permanent
suspended
coupling
The location of Air Dryer in EMU is
(a) HT
(b) LT compartment
(c) Rear of
(d) None of the
above
compartment
MC
The location of ASL in EMU is
(a) HT
(b) LT compartment
(c) Bogie
(d) None of the
compartment
above
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33.

(b)

34.

(a)

35.

(d)

36.

(b)

37.

(a)

38.

(b)

39.

(b)

40.

(b)

41.

(a)

42.

(d)

43.

(a)

44.

(b)

45.

(a)

46.

(c)

47.

(a)
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48.

49.

50.

51.

52.
53.
54.

55.

56.

57.

58.

59.
60.
61.
62.

The function of Aux rectifier is to feed :
(a) Aux I circuit
(b) Battery charger

(c) Aux II
circuit

The function of DC-DC converter is to feed :
(a) Flasher light
(b) Head light
(c) Tail lamp
The number of batteries available in EMU are :
(a) 5
(b) 8
(c) 10

(d) None of the
above

48.

(c)

(d) None of the
above

49.

(b)

50.

(c)

51.

(b)

52.

(c)

53.

(c)

54.

(c)

55.

(a)

56.

(b)

57.

(d)

58.

(c)

59.

(b)

60.

(c)

61.

(a)

62.

(b)

(d) None of the
above
Total time required to get complete notches from starting to full power :
(a) 5-15 sec
(b) 10-12 sec
(c) 15-20 sec
(d) None of the
above
Notches will not respond if one of the following is ‘Off’ ::
a) OL reset
(b) CR
(c) BIV
(d) BL switch
If Traction motor No 4 is grounded, which of the following relay will act?
a) OL 1&2
(b) OL 3&4
(c) EFRP
(d) EFRA-II
If any one of the MAIN Rectifier fuse is blown
a) SR will not
(b) ABB will trip
(c) Only
(d) TLTE
pickup
indication
will come
Auxiliary compressor is a
a) DC motor
(b) Single phase AC
(c) 3 phase
(d) none of these
motor
AC motor
Conservator is part of
a) Traction motor (b) Transformer
(c) Main
(d) VCB
compressor
MCB’s will not trip if
a) AWS on
(b) HL switch on
(c) Flasher
(d) HOBA fault
switch on
LTR relay is provided in
a) Power circuit
(b) Auxiliary I Circuit (c) Auxiliary
(d) Control
II circuit
circuit
Voltage rating of Auxiliary I circuit is
a) 141 V
(b) 266V
(c) 230V
(d) 110 V
In case of earth fault in Emergency light which relay will act
a) EFRP
(b) OLP
(c) EFRA II
(d) RFAR
Setting of OL 5& 6 relays in EMU
a) 4000 A
(b) 3000 A
(c) 2000 A
(d) 1000 A
SR not picking up with MSTWL, problem is
a) Tap changer
(b) Motor contactor
(c) SR relay
(d) Control
contactor not
not closing
I/L bad
switch defective
closing
contact
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63.

64.

KF –1 is a
a) Radiator
cooling fan motor

66.
67.
68.

69.
70.
71.

72.

73.
74.
75.
76.
77.

78.
79.

(c) Change
over Switch

(d) Rectifier
Cooling Fan
motor

63.

(a)

(c) To Convert
DC to Variable
DC

(d) To Convert 3
phase AC to DC

64.

(b)

(d) 32

65.

(c)

(d) 475V

66.

(b)

(d) White

67.

(b)

(d) To feed
Control Circuit

68.

(c)

(d) BIR

69.

(d)

(d) TTR

70.

(b)

(d) MSTWL

71.

(b)

(d) Traction
motors

72.

(b)

(d) LT room

73.

(a)

(d) 110 V DC

74.

(d)

(d) 266 V AC

75.

(c)

(d) 230 V

76.

(b)

(d) switch group
II

77.

(c)

(d) OL 1 & 2

78.

(c)

Function of Main Rectifier is
a) To Convert DC
to AC

65.

(b) Contactor

(b) To Convert AC to
DC

Total no. of air filters for traction motors in EMU are:
a) 4
(b) 8
(c) 16
Voltage rating of Traction motor of EMU is
a) 575 V
(b) 535 V
(c) 635 V
Color of good silica gel is
a) Black
(b) Blue
(c) Pink
Purpose of Auxiliary rectifier is
a) To feed TM
(b) To feed Aux.
(c) To feed
Compressor
Main
Compressor
VCB will trip for following relay
a) TTR
(b) RFAR
(c) CBAR
Which of the following is an Air flow relay
a) ARR
(b) RFR
(c) RFAR
When TTR act the following lamp will glow:
a) ABB
(b) UFL
(c) CHBA
OFF
CC I is used for
a) Aux.
(b) Main Compressor (c) Oil pump
Compressor
Location of EAS in EMU:
a) Roof
(b) HT room
(c) Cab
CHBA output voltage is
a) 110V AC
(b) 141 V AC
(c) 266 V AC
Fans in EMU are working with
a) 110 V AC
(b) 110 V DC
(c) 141 V AC
Voltage of Aux. I circuit is
a) 141 V
(b) 266 V
(c) 110 V
Location of OL 1 &2 relay is
a) Tap changer
(b) Relay panel
(c) Switch
group I
Relay to detect abnormalities in Transformer
a) EFRA II
(b) RFAR
(c) BIR
Circuit Breaker used in MMTS EMU is
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80.

81.
82.
83.
84.

85.

86.
87.

88.

89.

90.

91.
92.

93.
94.
95.

a) ABB
(b) SF-6
Location of SL in EMU is
a) HT Room
(b) LT Room

(c) VCB

(d) OCB

79.

(c)

(c) Choke
Tank

(d) Cab

80.

(c)

(d) 840V

81.

(b)

(d) 35°C

82.

(b)

(d) Panto Raise

83.

(b)

(d) BIR,OLP

84.

(d)

(d) 110v,
90/100w

85.

(c)

(d) 110v/32v

86.

(c)

(d) 230v AC
motor

87.

(a)

(d) 3.0- 4.2
kg/cm.sq

88.

(a)

(d) electronic
type

89.

(a)

(d) None of the
above

90.

(b)

(d) 8

91.

(a)

(d) Hydro
chloric acid

92.

(b)

(d) 10A

93.

(b)

(d) 70AH

94.

(a)

(d) None of the
above

95.

(b)

Pick up Voltage of OVR is
a) 140V
(b) 540V
(c) 230V
Setting temperature of TTR is at
a) 150°C
(b) 75°C
(c) 200°C
To reset OL the following switch is to be put off:
a) ABB
(b) Control
(c) EP
Safety relays are
a) TTR,CBAR
(b) TTR, RFAR
(c) CBAR,
NVR
In Twin Beam Head light the rating of bulb is
a) 24 v, 70/75w
(b) 110v, 70/75w
(c) 24v,
90/100w
The input/output voltage of DC-DC converter are
a) 110v/110v
(b) 110v/100v
(c) 110v/24v
MCP motor is
a) 130v DC motor (b) 144v AC motor
(c) 266v AC
motor
Setting of Control governor is
a) 4.2 – 3.3
(b) 3.2 -4.4 kg/cm.sq
(c) 4.0 - 3.2
kg/cm.sq
kg/cm.sq
SR relay is
a) EM type
(b) EP type
(c) latching
type
Total no. of notches in EMU
a) 11
(b) 22
(c) 20
No of jumpers in MMTS EMU
a) 5
(b) 4
(c) 10
Electrolyte used in a Lead acid battery is
a) Concentrated
(b) Diluted sulphuric
(c) Nitric acid
sulphuric acid
acid
The rating of HRC fuse for control circuit is
a) 50A
(b) 32A
(c) 63A
The Ampere hour Capacity of EMU battery is
a) 90 AH
(b) 75AH
(c) 95AH
ARR stands for:
a) Air Reset Relay (b) ABB Reset Relay (c) ABB act
Relay
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96.

97.

98.
99.
100.
101.

102.

103.

104.

105.

106.

107.

108.

109.

CBAR stands for:
a) Current
Balancing
Auxiliary Relay

(b) Current Balancing
Air Relay

The following is not a safety item
a) ACP
(b) Head light

(c) Current
Breaking
Auxiliary
Relay

(d) Current
Breaking Air
Relay

96.

(a)

(c) Flasher
Light

(d) Spot light

97.

(d)

98.

(c)

99.

(c)

100.

(b)

101.

(b)

102.

(c)

103.

(b)

104.

(a)

105.

(c)

106.

(b)

107.

(b)

108.

(c)

Rating of OLP relay is
a) 100A
(b) 100V
(c) 160A
(d) 160V
When earth fault occurs in Auxiliary compressor the following will trip
a) ABB
(b) EFRA II
(c) MCB
(d) EFRP
Battery used in EMU is
a) Ni-Cd Cell
(b) Lead acid cell
(c) Dry cell
(d) Edison cell
Location of PB relay is
a) HT Room
(b) LT Room
(c) In relay
(d) in rectifier
panel
cubic
If BP pressure is less than 4 kg/cm.sq, SR will not pick up through which
governor
a) Aux. Comp
(b) Equipment
(c) Control
(d) Main
governor
governor
Governor
compressor
Governor
DMH is a part of
a) Break
(b) Master controller
(c) Guard
(d) BL box
controller
brake
Breather is a part of
a) Transformer
(b) Traction motor
(c) VCB
(d) Main
compressor
Silica gel is used
a) To lubricate
(b) to cool
(c) To absorb (d) to lubricate
Bearing of TM
Transformer oil
moisture
servo motor
piston
CBAR will trip only when
a) One bridge
(b) Two bridges fuse
(c) For both a (d) Rectifier Fan
fuse blown
blown
&b
not working
To operate EAS, which of the following key is required?
a) BL key
(b) Reverser key
(c) BIV key
(d) No key is
required
Location of control governor of EMU is in
a) HT Room
(b) LT Room
(c) Cab
(d) Near to main
compressor
Tap changer contactor auxiliary interlock gap is
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a) 2 – 4 mm
(b) 1 – 2 mm
110. SR Relay
a) Can be packed (b) can be packed only
only up to shunt
on Emergency
power
111. Pick up voltage of LTR is
a) 70 V
(b) 100 V
112. Buchholz relay is to protect
a) Transformer
(b) Traction motor
113.
114.

115.

116.
117.

(c) 2.4-3.2 mm (d) 1.4-2.2 mm

109.

(c)

(c) Should not (d) can be
be packed
packed up to

110.

(b)

(d) 120 V

111.

(a)

(c) Main
Rectifier
When AWS is switched ON only notches will come upto
a) Shunt
(b) Half power
(c) Full power
Location of PB governor is
a) LT Room
(b) HT Room
(c) Trailer
Coach ‘C’
PRV is to protect
a) TM
(b) Transformer
(c) Main
compressor
Size of cable used in control circuit is
a) 3 Sq.mm
(b) 10 sq.mm
(c) 25 sq.mm
In EMU the MR Pressure

(d) MCP

112.

(a)

(d) No notches

113.

(a)

a) 5.0 Kg/cm .sq b) 7.0 Kg/cm .sq

half power
(c) 110 V

(d) Trailer Coach 114. (d)
‘D’
(d) Rectifier

115.

(b)

(d) 50 sq.mm

116.

(a)

c) 6.0
Kg/cm
.sq

d) 8.0 Kg/cm
.sq

117.

(b)

c) 4 Kg/cm2

d) 7 Kg/cm2

118.

(a)

c) 7 Kg/cm2

d) 7.5 Kg/cm2

119.

(c)

c) 7 Kg/cm2

d) 7.5 Kg/cm2

120.

(a)

c) 2 Kg/cm2

d) 1.4 Kg/cm2

121.

(b)

b) 8 Kg/cm2

c) 7.75
Kg/cm2

d) 7 Kg/cm2

122.

(c)

b) 8-10 Sec

c) 7-10 Sec

d) 7-12 Sec

123.

(a)

d) SP 68

124.

(d)

d) 3 ph AC

125.

(c)

118. BP Pressure to start the train

a) 5 Kg/cm2

b) 6 Kg/cm2

119. Main Compressor Governor Cut out pressure

a) 6 Kg/cm2

b) 6.3 Kg/cm2

120. Main Compressor Governor Cut in pressure

a) 6 Kg/cm2

b) 6.3 Kg/cm2

121. Brake cylinder pressure in MC

a) 1.2 Kg/cm2

b) 1.6 Kg/cm2

122. Main Reservoir Safety valve setting

a) 6.75 Kg/cm2
123. Panto raising time

a) 6-10 Sec

124. Which oil is to be added in ELGI Make Main Compressor.7

a) SAE 40

b) SP 150

c) SP 100

125. Working voltage of Main Compressor of EMU

a) 25 KV AC

b) 110 V AC

c) 110 V DC

126. Number of Pantograph mounting Insulators
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a) 4 Nos.

b) 5 Nos.

c) 6 Nos.

d) 8 Nos.

126.

(a)

c) Duplex
Check Valve

d) Levelling
Valve

127.

(b)

c) 1625 mm

d) 1550 mm

128.

(a)

c) 962

d) 857

129.

(b)

c) Bolster
Frame

d) Dash Pot

130.

(b)

c)Temperatu d) None of
res
these

131.

(b)

c) 48

d) 49

132.

(d)

d) 9

133.

(c)

c) RR3

d) SP-100

134.

(a)

c) Oil Pump
Motor

d) MCP

135.

(b)

c) 100 V

d) 110 V

136.

(d)

c) 1

d) 3

137.

(d)

c) KBR VIII
C1

d) ESBC III m

138.

(a)

d) 1-3-5-7

139.

(a)

c) 105

d) 150

140.

(a)

c) 75˚C

d) 90˚C

141.

(b)

c) 20

d) 61

142.

(c)

d) 2.5 Kg/cm2

143.

(c)

127. DMH Brakes will be apply through

a) VEPT Valve

b) Pilot Valve

128. Wheel to Wheel Distance in mm on EMU Bogies

a) 1600 mm

b) 1575 mm

129. New wheel dia in MC of EMU in mm

a) 877

b) 952

130. Secondary Suspension in MMTS EMU is

a) Helical
Spring

b) Air Suspension

131. Ultrasonic Test is carried out to detect

a) Oil Leakages

b) Cracks

132. New EMU Brake block size in mm

a) 46

b) 47

133. No. of Brake cylinders available in EMU C Coach

a) 6

b) 7

c) 8

134. Lubricant used in EMU Traction Motor Gear Case :

a) Servo Coat
170 T

b) SS 68

135. Transformer Oil is cooled by

a) Rectifier
Motor

b) Radiator

136. Total battery voltage in EMU

a) 90 V

b) 80 V

137. No. of bridges in EMU rectifier

a) 4

b) 2

138. Type of Brake Cylinder in EMU Coaches

a) JSL 203 mm

b) LD2

139. Parking brake cylinders are fitted on which wheel

a) 1-4-5-8

b) 2-3-6-7

c) 2-4-6-8

140. Capacity of Air suspension reservoir in EMU Coach in litres

a) 120

b) 135

141. ICF Type wiper servomotor wiping angle is

a) 45˚C

b) 60˚ C

142. The number of teeth in TM pinion :

a) 10

b) 91

143. Additional limiting valve output pressure in TC

a) 1.6 Kg/cm2

b) 3.5 Kg/cm2

c) 1.2
Kg/cm2
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144. No. of Positions in brake controller

a) 5

b) 6

c) 7

d) 8

144.

(a)

145. Which pressure is dropped while applying the guard emergency brake

a) MR pressure

b) BP Pressure

c) BC
pressure

d) AR Pressure

145.

(b)

c) PRV

d) LV

146.

(c)

d) 90

147.

(a)

d) None of
these

148.

(c)

c) 3

d) 4

149.

(d)

c) 91

d) 51

150.

(c)

146. BP created from which valve

a) EDV

b) BIV

147. Brake cylinder maximum piston stroke (TC) in mm

a) 40

b) 50

c) 60

148. The parking brake cylinders are available in which MMTS coach :

a) Coach ‘B’

b) Coach ‘C’

c) Coach ‘D’

149. The number of brush holders in EMU traction motor are :

a) 1

b) 2

150. The number of teeth on gear of wheel set :

a) 20

b) 71

151. Rating of MEMU transformer is
(a) 1200KVA
(b) 1000KVA
© 800 KVA
(d) 1100KVA
Ans: [b]
152. Voltage rating of MEMU Traction Motor is
(a) 500V
(b) 580V
© 535V
(d) 550V
Ans: [c]
153.New wheel diameter of MEMU Motor Coach/Trailer coach
(a) 900 mm
(b) 950 mm
© 850 mm
(d) 952 mm
Ans: [d]
154.Total auxiliary motors in MEMU motor coach
(a) 5
(b) 4
(c) 3
(d) 2
Ans:[a]
155.Total No.of traction motors in a M?EMU Motor Coach
(a) 2
(b) 3
(c) 4
(d) 5
Ans:[c]
156. The Safety device provided in MEMU for detecting gassing and the protection of
Transformer is:
(a) OLP
(b) TTR
(c) BUD
(d) PRV
Ans:[c]
157. The Safety device fitted to the MEMU Transformer for its protection against
Explosion.
(a) PRV (b) BUD
(c) OLP
(D) TTR
Ans:[a]
158. Maximum acceleration of MEMU, on level tangent track with crush load is:
(a)1.2 Kmph/Sec (b) 1.6 Kmph/Sec (c) 1.8 Kmph/sec (d)1.4 Kmph/Sec
Ans:[b]
159.The Ampere hour capacity of MEMU battery is
(a) 100 AH (b) 75 AH (c) 90AH
(d) 80 AH
Ans:[c]
160.Tractive effort of MEMU motor coach with 3 TCs at the time of starting
(a)10 Tonnes (b) 9.6 tonnes (c) 8 Tonnes (d) 11 Tonnes.
Ans: [b]

161) IN MEMU, ABB Governor is for
a) panto reservoir pipe b) MR reservoir c) Aux reservoir d) Bp reservoir e) None of the above
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Ans: [a]
162) IN MEMU the setting of ABB Governor cut in /cut out isa) 6.0/7.0kg/cm2
b) 8.0/9.0 kg/cm2 c) 5.6/4.5kg/cm2 d) 4.0/5.0 kg/cm2 e) none of the above
Ans: [c]
163) In MEMU the setting of MCP Governor cut in /cut out isa) 5.0/6.0 kg/cm2
b) 7.0/8.0 kg/cm2 c) 4.5/5.5 kg/cm2 d) 6.0/7.0 kg/cm2 e) none of the above
Ans: [d]
164) IN MEMU one of the following is a part of brake controller
a) Tripple valve b) equalising discharge valve c) Safety valve d) Application magnet valve
e) None of the above
Ans: [b]
165) IN MEMU one of the following is a part of EP unit
a) Equalizing valve b) Triple valve c) Puppet valve d) Self lapping cylinder e) None of the above)
Ans: [b]
166) IN MEMU the setting of equipment governor cut in/cut out is
a) 4.5/5.5 kg/cm2 b) 2.2/3.8 kg/cm2 c) 4.2/3.3 kg/cm2 d) 4.4/5.2 kg/cm2 e) None of the above
Ans: [c]
167) IN MEMU the setting of control governor cut in/cut out is
a)5.5/4.3 kg/cm2 b) 3.3/4.2 kg/cm2 c)3.2/4.8kg/cm2 d)5.5/6.5 kg/cm2 e) None of the above
Ans: [b]
168) IN MEMU the BC Pressure is a)2.0 kg/cm2 b)3.5 kg/cm2
c)1.5 kg/cm2 d)4.0 kg/cm2 e) None of the above
Ans: [b]
169)IN MEMU the MR Pressure is
a)5.0 kg/cm2 b)7.0 kg/cm2
c)6.0 kg/cm2 d)8.0 kg/cm2 e) none of the above
Ans: [b]
170) IN MEMU, ABB Governor is for
a) panto reservoir pipe
b) MR reservoir c) Aux reservoir d) Bp reservoir e) None of the above
Ans: [a]
171) IN MEMU the setting of ABB Governor cut in /cut out isa) 6.0/7.0kg/cm2 b) 8.0/9.0 kg/cm2 c) 5.6/4.5kg/cm2
d) 4.0/5.0 kg/cm2
e) none of the above
Ans: [c]
172) In MEMU the setting of MCP Governor cut in /cut out isa) 5.0/6.0 kg/cm2 b) 7.0/8.0 kg/cm2 c) 4.5/5.5 kg/cm2 d) 6.0/7.0 kg/cm2
e) none of the above
Ans: [d]
173) IN MEMU one of the following is a part of brake controller
a) Tripple valve b) equalising discharge valve c) Safety valve d) Application magnet valve e) None of the above
Ans: [b]
174) IN MEMU one of the following is a part of EP unit
a) Equalizing valve b) Triple valve c) Puppet valve d) Self lapping cylinder e) None of the above)
Ans: [b]
175) IN MEMU the setting of equipment governor cut in/cut out is
a) 4.5/5.5 kg/cm2 b) 2.2/3.8 kg/cm2 c) 4.2/3.3 kg/cm2 d) 4.4/5.2 kg/cm2 e) None of the above
Ans: [c]
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176) IN MEMU the setting of control governor cut in/cut out is
a)5.5/4.3 kg/cm2 b) 3.3/4.2 kg/cm2 c)3.2/4.8kg/cm2 d)5.5/6.5 kg/cm2
Ans: [b]
177) IN MEMU the BC Pressure is -

e) None of the above

a)2.0 kg/cm2 b)3.5 kg/cm2 c)1.5 kg/cm2
d)4.0 kg/cm2
e) None of the above
Ans: [b]
178)IN MEMU the MR Pressure is
a)5.0 kg/cm2 b)7.0 kg/cm2 c)6.0 kg/cm2 d)8.0 kg/cm2 e) none of the above

Ans: [b]

179) What type of transition used in DC EMU's power circuit.
a) shunt transition
b) bridge transition
c) none of them.
180). 'CLR' is used in DC EMU's for:
a) protection against over loading b) Automatic acceleration. c) Protective device for motors.
181). Resistance are provided in AC EMUs for :
a) speed control b) Initial protection for the TM c) both the above.
182). In case of interruption of power supply the TMs are protected by:
a) OLR
b) NCR
c) CLR
183). Which protective device will act when leakage current in the power circuit exceeds I 30 A:
a) OLR
b) SR
c) CBR
d) CR
184). What type of motor used in MG set of EMU/MEMU
a) DC series motor b) DC shunt motor
c) DC compound motor d) Induction Motor
Ans[a]
186). HTR used in compressor circuit for the protection against
a) low voltage
b) high voltage
c) none of the above
187). Where LTRS are used:
a) comp. circuit b MG circuit
c) TM circuit
188). Why LTR used?
a) Protection against low voltage
b) Protection against high voltage
189) . What type of brake system used in MEMU/EMUs?
a) Vacuum brake system b) Air brake c) Electro pneumatically controlled air brake
191). What are the valves operates with electric feed.
a) Triple valve b) holding & application magnet valve c) Relay valve.
192). Which air pressure comes into action when Auto brakes are applied.
a) MR pressure b) BP pressure c) Aux. reservoir pressure.
193). The principle for auto brake functions:
a) Differential air pressure b) Induced air pressure c) None of them
194) The function of auxiliary reservoir is:
a) To supply air for E.P contactor b) To supply air for pantograph c) To supply air for auto brake.
196). The function of triple valve in normal & release condition
a) Charges the BP and connects the exhauster of brake cylinder to atmosphere.
b) Charge the Aux. Reservoir and connects the brake cylinder pressure to exhaust.
c) Stops the charging of BP and connects the Aux. Reservoir with brake cylinder.
199). Which brake will come in to action if parting of rake takes place :
a) EP brake
b) Auto brake
c) Emergency brake
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Bits:
1) Traction Motor HP one hour rating:
1004 HP (251x4)
2) Traction Motor Continuous rating:
896 HP (224x4)
3) Tractive effort: One hour rating: 5700 Kgs, Continuous rating: 4800 Kgs.
4) What is the Lead acid Battery Capacity : 90 Ampere hrs. 5 hour rating
5) Break down voltage of Lightning arrestor : 42 KV
6) What is the current setting of OL 1 to OL4 : 900 Amps.
7) What is the current setting of OL5 : 4000A
8) What is the current setting of OL6 : 4000A
9) What is the current setting of OLP : 0.07A
10) What is the voltage setting of OVR : 540 Volts.
11).Roof fuse of EMU will blow in case the -----------------------------------------earthed.
12) The difference in wheels dia in between two wheels of a bogie is permitted to ---------------mm and
difference in wheel dia in one bogie with other bogie is permitted to --------------mm.
13).Brake cylinder pressure with composite brake block is limited to -------kg/cm in case of m/coach and to ----kg/m in case of T/coach.
14) .Line switch indication persists when motor coaches are ------------------------------.
15). After putting ON ------- the electrical feed is available at the brake controller.
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SHORT ANSWERS:
1. What are the different types of instruments for measuring electrical parameter like Current,
Resistance, Voltage, Energy?
Ans. Current – Ammeter
Resistance – Ohm meter
Voltage – Volt meter
Energy – Watt meter.
2. What are the different types of conducting and insulating materials?
Ans. S.No
Conductor
Insulator
1
2
3
4

Copper
Aluminium
Graphite
Brass

Rubber
Glass
Asbestos
Porcelain glass

3. Explain in brief the importance of history book of EMU & equipments ?
Ans. As EMU and Its Equipment are Rolling Stock items. Any failure online leads to sectional
detention. Hence, Maintaining History book of all equipment of EMU Stock is very important to
monitor the performance. If monitoring is not done, we cannot trouble shoot for correct root cause of
failure.
4. What is the type of battery used in BG AC EMU. What is the capacity?. What maintenance is
required on battery?
Ans. The battery used in BG AC EMU is Lead Acid Type. Total capacity of the batteries in each motor
coach of BG AC EMU is 110 V, 90 AH @ 5 Hours rating. 10 batteries are connected in series. Each
battery consists of 5 cells. Maximum voltage produced by each cell is 2.2 V. since the cells are
connected in series the capacity of battery is 11 V.
5. Maintenance required on BG AC EMU/MEMU is as follows:
Ans. 1. Clean the battery surface for any dust accumulation.
2. Clean battery box.
3. Check the battery container for any leakage/cracks.
4. Remove all vent plugs of the battery
5. Check the electrolyte level and top up each cell with de-mineralized water or distilled water if
required.
6. Check specific gravity of electrolyte of each cell. Carry out charging if required.
7. Check voltage of each cell.
8. Tighten all the interconnection and other connections.
9. Check condition of all conduit pipes and clamps
10. Fit all vent plugs.
11. Apply petroleum jelly on all bare connections
12. Check packing for proper fitment it should neither loose nor too tight.
13. Check for any battery terminal / cable for any overheating sign, check for loose connection at the
cell terminal post/cable end.
5. How do you raise pantograph in BG AC EMU. Explain the procedure in brief.
Ans. Before closing VCB the following checks to be carried out.
a) All rotary switches, MCB’s fuses should be intact and in normal position (TSS should be in RUN).
b) Battery voltage should be 85 V to 110V.
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c) Motor coach should be under OHE.
d) No one should be engaged with job in the motor coach.
After ensuring all the above aspects, put ‘ON’ the BIS, check the battery voltage and then unlock
BL and press the VCB close switch. Observe that ARR and ABR set coils are energized. Release the
switch, ARR will get de-energize and ABR will remain latches in closed position.
As soon as ABR is set, auxiliary compressor starts building up of air pressure and stop at 6.3
Kg/cm2 air pressure. Ensure that pressure is build up 6.3 Kg/cm 2 and then press panto raise switch.
This energizes electro pneumatic panto valve (VEPT) which in turn allows the compressed air to
servomotor, through actuating rod the panto is raised finally.
6. What is auxiliary compressor & give its purpose?.
Ans. Auxiliary compressor is a single stage cylinder reciprocating mono block and fan cooled air
compressor. This is driven by a crankshaft by 110 VDC motor. This motor is fed through 110 V DC
battery supply. It is located in HT compartment (Driver side) of the Motor Coach.
Its purpose is to build up initial pressure (6.3 Kg/cm2 ) to raise pantograph and to close VCB or to
test the tap changer contact operation (LT Test) in BG AC EMU Motor Coaches.
7. What maintenance schedules are prescribed for EMU and what is their periodicity.
Ans. Below are the maintenance schedule which are prescribed for EMU and their periodicity
Trip Schedule
10 days / 3500 Kms whichever is earlier.
IA Schedule
45 Days
IC Schedule
180 Days
POH
18 Months.
8.How many types of contactors are being used in BG AC EMU give example for each?
Ans: CONTACTORS
Contactor is a device, which is used to close or open the high-tension circuit and remotely
operated from Driver desk. The contactors used in BG AC EMU are of three type which are as follows
Types of Contactors
1. Electromagnetic contactor: In EMU to operate Baby and Main compressor, fans and lights are
operated by Electromagnetic contactors.
2. Electro Pneumatic contactor: This type of contactor is used for where is large flow of current. In
EMU tap changing contactors, motor contactors, reversors, W1 and W2, NR1 and NR2 are
Electro-pneumatic contactors
3. Cam contactors: This type of contactor is used where the flow of current is very low. In BG AC
EMU type contactors are used in Master controller, BL Box.
9. What are the safety items to be checked in BG AC EMU for allowing it for service?.
Ans. The list of safety items to be checked in BG AC EMU before allowing it for service are:
Essential Items:
1. Speedometer
2. Head code boards
3. HT pad lock
4. Set of operation keys (BIV-2, Guard Keys -1, BL Key -1, Reverser Key – 1)
5. Alarm chain resetting handle
6. MR/BP pipes
7. Auto warning switch
Safety Items
1. Fire extinguisher
2. Head light
3. Flasher light
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4. Tail light
5. Wooden wedges
6. Ladder
7. Stretcher
8. First aid box
10. What type motor used for traction in BG AC EMU?
Ans: The Traction Motor used in BG AC EMU is of type TM4601 BX. It is a DC series wound having four pole,
self ventilated machine arranged for axle mounting on sleeve bearings and supported on the opposite side by
resilient suspension unit. Transverse movement is limited by the flanges of the axle suspension bearing. Its rating
continuous is 535V, 340 A. Its Rotates 1260 cycles per minute. Its armature insulation is of “H’ class.
Continuous
1 Hour rating
VOLTAGE
535 V
535 V
CURRENT
340 A
380 A
RPM
1260
1182
POWER
167 KW
187 KW
11. What type of cooling arrangement given to traction motor in BG AC EMU?
Ans. The motor is self-ventilated and the fan is mounted on CE shaft extension. Air enters the motor through a
duct system connected to an opening provided in fan chamber and assembled on the motor frame at the commutator
end. The cooling air then sucked by fan flows in two parallel paths, one under the commutator through the armature
and between the field coils and is discharged through the opening provided at the pinion end of the frame.
12. Explain the working of Main Compressor unit in BG AC EMU.
Ans. Main compressor unit of BG AC EMU is horizontal, 3 cylinder two stage and air-cooled compressor. It is
directly driven through an extended crankshaft by an integral electric motor and forms a mono-block.
Atmospheric air is sucked through the suction filter and enters the LP side. The air compresses to 3.2 Kg/cm 2 in
LP Side and passes through the intercooler safety valve (3.5 Kg/cm 2) and enter the HP side of the compressor. The
pressure further compressed to 7 Kg/cm2 pressure in HP side and passes through an after cooler and a safety valve
and enter into the main reservoir.
The compressor fitted below under frame on AC EMU/MEMU supplies compressed air for operation of electropneumatic brakes, horns, wipers and other pneumatically controlled equipments. It is fed with 110V DC by
auxiliary rectifier which is connected to 141-volt auxiliary winding.
13. What are AC auxiliary motor available in the BG AC EMUs and there purpose.
1. Oil Pump Motor (OP) :
It is used to circulate the transformer oil from the transformer tank, choke tank through the radiator for cooling.
This is 1 phase AC induction motor. It is located under the frame on guard’s side. This starts working as soon as
ABB is closed provided tension is available.
2. Rectifier Fan Motor (RF) :
It is used to prevent the increase in temperature in the diode of the main rectifier. Rectifier diode temperature should
not go above 65c. for this purpose, this motor blows air fastly over the diode through air fins. In order to watch the
pressure of this air, an airflow relay called rectifier fan relay is provided. When the pressure of the air is perfect, it
pushes the diaphragm of the relay backwards and connected the RFAR in the circuit. Hence RFAR get energized.
Then only it is possible to close the motor contactor. In the phase side of this motor 10 A breaker is connected. One
common 32 A fuse is connected in neutral side for both OP and RF motor.
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3. Radiator Blower Motor (KF1 & KF2) :
This is connected in the front side of the radiator with two fans. Each fan is operated with separate motor. Oil is
circulated in the radiator in large nos of pipes. Copper, cooling fins are wound around these pipes. Radiators fan
blows air through the air fins. Hence the temperature of the transformer oil flowing through the pipe is reduced. In
the phase side of each motor 5 A breaker is connected. In the neutral side 16 A fuse is connected commonly for both
the motor.
14.How many types of governors are there in BG AC EMU? What are their settings?
GOVERNORS
Governor is an air-operated switch. There are two types of governors is used in EMUs. Namely
1. Normally closed (N/C) type governor
2. Normally open (N/0) type governor
1.Normally close (N/C) type Governor
Normally closed means that the contactor remains closed when there is no desired air pressure available and
when the desired air pressure comes the contactors are opened out. There are two normally close type governors as
follows:
a) Main compressor governor(Closes when MR pressure is 6Kg/cm2 or less, and open at 7 Kg/cm2)
b) Auxiliary compressor governor (Baby compressor governor)
(Closes at 5.5 Kg/cm2 or less, and opens at 6.5 Kg/cm2).
2. Normally open (N/O) type Governor
Normally open means the contactor remain open when desired air pressure is not available and when
desired air pressure comes the contact are closed.
a) Control Governor (Opens when pressure is 3.3 Kg/cm2 or less and closed at 4.2 Kg/cm2)
b) Equipment Governor (Opens when pressure is 3.3 Kg/cm2 or less and closed at 4.2 Kg/cm2)
c) Parking Governor (Opens when pressure is 2.2 Kg/cm2 or less and closed at 3.6 Kg/cm2)
d) VCB Governor (Opens when pressure is 5 Kg/cm2 or less and closed at 4.8 Kg/cm2)
15. Explain the function of a)VCB governor, b)control governor?
VACCUM CIRCUIT BREAKER (CG-VI)
This is a normally open type governor. It is located in the bottom of VCB. Its setting is cut in pressure at 5 Kg/cm 2
and cut out pressure at 4.8 Kg/cm2 . VCB governor interlock is provided in VCB holding coil. It will ensure the
opening and closing of VCB with sufficient pressure. If this governor becomes defective in open positive. VCB will
not close in that particular MC. No byepass switch is provided bo byepass this governor. Hence the unit should be
made dead.
CONTROL GOVERNOR (CG-IV)
This is a normally open type governor. It is located under the driver’s desk in the cab of the Motor coach. Its
connection is taken from brake pipe. The contacts of this governor are used in LT circuit of line switches. Its setting
is cut in at 4.2 Kg/cm2 and cut out at 3.3 Kg/cm2. When the BP pressure raises more than 4.2 Kg/cm2 this governor
contact closes and allows the control circuit of Motor Contactors to energise provided all other conditions are set.
When the pressure drops below 3.3 Kg/cm2 in the Brake pipe this governor contacts opens and Motor Contactors are
also opened. In case of bad contacts of governor and line switches are not operated. The governor can be by passed
by the control governor by pass switch only after ensuring the BP pressure is normal.
16. Explain the function of a) Equipment governor, b) Main compressor governor.?
EQUIPMENT GOVERNOR (CG-III)
This is a normally open type governor. It is located in the Motor coach HT Room. Its connection is taken from RPC
(Resistance Pneumatic Control) compartment cock in the RPC air path. The contacts of this governor are used in
LT circuit of line switches. Its setting are cut in pressure is at 4.2 Kg/cm 2 and cut out at 3.3 Kg/cm2. When the
pressure in the control reservoir raises to 4.2 Kg/cm2 the governor contacts closes and it allows the control circuit of
M1 to M4 to energise provided other conditions are fulfilled. When the control reservoir pressure drops below 3.3
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Kg/cm2 the governor contact opens and operating coils of M1 to M4 will de-energised and motor contactors will
open. There is a bye-pass switch (GS-1) provided in the GS panel to isolate the governor in case of failure.
MAIN COMPRESSOR GOVERNOR (CG-1)
CG-1 is connected in the MR pipe line after main reservoir its setting are cut in at 6 Kg/cm2 and cut out at 7
Kg/cm2. It is located in HT room. When the governor closes at 6 Kg/cm 2 . The MCP starts working provided when
MCP start switch is pressed ie., CR is latched and when pressure raises to 7 Kg/cm2. CG1 opens and CC1
contactor drops and MCP stops working.
17. Explain the functions of a) Parking brake governor, b) Auxiliary compressor governor.
PARKING BRAKE GOVERNOR (CG-V)
Parking brake governor’s is provided under driver’s desk at guard’s side. Its settings are cut in at 3.6 Kg/cm2 and
cut out is 2.2 Kg/cm2. Parking brakes are available on wheel 1,4,5 & 8. The MR pressure is reduced to 3.6 Kg/cm 2
by a limiting valve and sent to magnet valve through a COC. When the parking brake switch on BL box is put ‘ON’
magnet valve is energized condition allows the 3.6 Kg/cm2 pressure to parking brake cylinder as well as to parking
brake governor. The governor closes its interlock on Motor Contactors control circuit to allow them to close.
Parking brake cylinder inturn operates and keeps the respective brake cylinder in released position through trinion
ring and actuating rod.
Whenever the magnet valve de-energised or the parking brake cylinder pressure drops below 2.2 Kg/cm 2 the PB
cylinder goes inside causing the brake cylinder of respective wheel piston to come out and cause brake application on
wheel No. 1,4,5& 8. Same time PB governor opens its interlock on motor contactors branch and motor contactors
will also open.
PB governor bye pass switch is provided on the driver’s desk. This switch should be closed in case PB governor
becomes defective.
AUXILIARY COMPRESSOR GOVERNOR (CG-2)
This is a normally closed type governor. It is located in Motor Coach HT room. It connection is taken from the path
of auxiliary compressor to the pantograph. The contacts of this governor are used in LT circuit of auxiliary
compressor to start and stop the working of auxiliary compressor. This governor opens the contacts when air
pressure in the panto reservoir and pipe line raises to 6.5 Kg/cm2, it opens the on CC2 branch and cc2 contactor deenergises and auxiliary compressor stops working and when pressure drops 5.5 Kg/cm 2, the governor contacts is
closed and CC2 contactor picks up and auxiliary compressor compressor starts working. In case of bad contacts of
governor, the pressure is not build up then it can be passed by auxiliary compressor governor by pass switch
(Sealing switch).
18. How do you trouble shoot the BP pipe line breakage at leading MC while on line
a. Close the BP rear end cock of the leading Motor Coach.
b. Close EPIC and AIC.
c. Release the brakes by pulling the release handle (BRH). Ensure free shaking of the brake blocks.
d. Isolate both the BICs (brake isolating cocks) in leading Motor Coach.
e. Call the Guard through Bell Code to come to leading MC and explain the situation.
f. Turn 'OFF' BIV fully in the leading MC.
g. Charge from the rear Motor Coach with BIV key turning 'ON' fully, and ensure charging of BP with
5 Kg/cm2.
h. Clear the block section as per G & SR 4.21 with the assistance of Guard.
i. Inform TLC and ask for assistance, make an entry in the logbook.
19. what are the functions of Centre pivot and Side bearer in EMU bogie?
Center pivot:
It is provided to transmit the tractive and braking force from bogie to coaches. In TC it is fixed to the sleeve of
the bolster called silent block. And secured with the bogie using cotter pin. In MC the centre pivot is immersed
in a three liters lubricated bath centre pivot does not take actually any vertical load or horizontal load.
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Attention of center pivot:
Check for any cracks in the centre pivot
Check for the proper securing of the cotter pin in TC
Ensure the tightness of the four bolts of the center pin
Side bearers:
The coaches are loaded to the bogie bolster assembly through side bearers the two side bearers are located in the
bogie bolster at 800mm on either side of the centre line of the coach hence the centre pivot is from vertical load.
Insp. Of side bearers:
Check for proper cleaning of bearers
Check for any cracks in the side bearers
Check the lubricant level and maintain the correct level of lubricant.
20. What are the shock absorbers used in BG AC EMU. Explain its capacity and function.
In BG AC EMU the telescopic type hydraulic shock absorbers are used. The capacity of the BG AC EMU
Motor / Trailer coach shock absorbers is 300 Kgs.
Function : Shock absorbers are provided as a part of suspension system. When the bogie crosses the bump, the
spring is compressed enough a little vertical upward motion is transferred to the bogie frame when the wheel
comes down from the bump, the spring expands very rapidly if this rebound is not controlled the spring starts
to vibrate heavily to control this vibration the shock absorber is used in the suspension system. A lubricant is
provided inside the shock absorber to absorb the shock.
21. What are the auxiliary motor available EMU and give their rating?
In BG AC EMU there are 5 types of Auxiliary Motors. They are as follows
1. Oil Pump Motor (OP) : This is 1 phase AC induction motor. It is located under the frame on guard’s side.
It is used to circulate the transformer oil from the transformer tank, choke tank through the radiator for
cooling. Rating 240 22.5% V, 1 phase, 50 Hz.
2. Rectifier Fan Motor (RF) : It is used to prevent the increase in temperature in the diode of the main
rectifier. this motor blows air fastly over the diode through air fins.
3. Radiator Blower Motor (KF1 & KF2) : This is connected in the front side of the radiator with two fans.
Each fan is operated with separate motor. It is used to cool the Transformer Oil which is circulated through
the pipes.
4. Auxiliary Compressor (MCPA) : It is located in the HT room. It is a DC motor feed by BA voltage to build
up air pressure initially to raise the pantograph and to close ABB. It's working is controlled by CG 2 a
governor.
5. Main Compressor (MCP) : MCP is provided at driver's side under frame. It is a DC motor provided to
create compressor air for the operation of pneumatic valves and for the brake system.
22. How many types of Electro-pneumatic contactors are available in EMU and what are they?
Contactor is a device, which is used to close or open the high-tension circuit and remotely operated from Driver
desk. The contactors used in BG AC EMU are of three type which are as follows.
1. ELECTRO MAGNETIC CONTACTOR:
2. ELECTRO PNEUMATIC CONTACTOR:
3. CAM CONTACTORS
Of which Electro pneumatic contactor are 5 types namely.
1. Tap changing contactors (T1-T9)
2. Motor Contactors (M1-M4)
3. Reverser
4. WCOS (W1 & W2)
5. Notching Relays (NR1 & NR2)
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23. What are Earth fault protection relays provided in 25 KV BG AC EMU and explain the function of
each relay
EARTH FAULT RELAY FOR POWER CIRCUIT (EFRP):
This is provided below relay panel. When there is an earth fault in Traction Power Circuit, this relay will energise
and trip ABB. A Red tangent will drop on the face of the relay. When EFRP is energise and ABB is tripped, the
UFL will also glow in the defective unit. Relay has to be reset by keeping the control switch in 'OFF' position, OL
reset switch has to be operated. If there is a permanent earth fault in the power* circuit, and is unable to reset, keep
HEFRP in 'FAULT' position and re-close ABB . Train can be worked upto destination duly observing for any
smoke or fire or smell or for any abnormality from the traction power circuit during the course of run. Trouble shoot
for defects at a convenient place and isolate the defective traction motor. Work the train upto destination and inform
TLC.
An earth fault protection relay EFRA-II is provided, which energises whom there is an earth fault in Aux-Power
circuit-II and trips ABB.
EARTH FAULT RELAY FOR AUXILIARY - II (EFRA-II)
It is located in the relay panel. This relay will energise when there is an earth fault in the Aux. Circuit-II and trips
ABB. A red target indication will shown on the relay along with ABB OFF light. Unit fault lamp will glow on
defective unit. In modified relays a red lamp will glow beside relay. When it is energised, to reset the relay, a reset
push button is available beside red lamp. If EFRA II is unable to reset, keep HEFRA-II in 'fault' position and
observe for any smoke or smell or any abnormality from auxiliary circuit II and inform TLC.
In addition to these, compartment fans, lights, hand lights, tail light. Head code light are connected across AC
supply of Auxiliary II circuit.
24. What are TL, DL and RTL provided in 25 KV BG AC EMU and explain their function?
TAP CHANGING REACTANCE (TL):
It is located in the reactor box, under frame. It is a short time rated coil . TL will remain in circuit on all odd notches
and out of circuit on over notches.
DL. DROPPING REACTANCE:
It is located in the reactance box under the frame. As long as the tapped half of the secondary winding is in the
circuit this remains in the circuit up to 10 notches. On 11th notch when T 6 closes DL will be out of service.
RTL--- Resistance for Transition Choke:
25. How many types of contactors are available in 25 KV BG AC EMU and explain about them with
examples.
Contactor is a device, which is used to close or open the high-tension circuit and remotely operated from Driver
desk. The contactors used in BG AC EMU are of three type which are as follows.
1. ELECTRO MAGNETIC CONTACTOR:
2. ELECTRO PNEUMATIC CONTACTOR:
3. CAM CONTACTORS
Of which Electro pneumatic contactor are 5 types namely.
1. Tap changing contactors (T1-T9)
2. Motor Contactors (M1-M4)
3. Reverser
4. WCOS (W1 & W2)
5. Notching Relays (NR1 & NR2)
TYPES OF CONTACTORS
1. ELECTRO MAGNETIC CONTACTOR:
In EMU to operate Baby and Main compressor, fans and lights are operated by Electro magnetic contactors
2. ELECTRO PNEUMATIC CONTACTOR:
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This method is used for where is large flow of current in EMU tapchanging contactors, motor contactors,
reversors, W1 and W2, NR1 and NR2 are electro pneumatic contactors
3.CAM CONTACTORS:Master control contactors, BL box contactors this method is used for the circuit which has low ower.
26. Why batteries are provided in BG AC EMU. What type of batteries are provided and indicate the
ratings.
Lead acid batteries are provided on BG AC EMU for working of control circuit, protective relays, indication lamps
and as well as operation of baby compressor.
The battery used in BG AC EMU is Lead Acid Type. Total capacity of the batteries in each motor coach of BG AC
EMU is 110 V, 90 AH @ 5 Hours rating. 10 batteries are connected in series. Each battery consists of 5 cells.
Maximum volts produced by each cell is 2.2 V. since the cells are connected in series the capacity of battery is 11 V.
Rating of the BG AC EMU batteries is 110 V, 90 AH.
27. What is HOBA and explain its function in 25 KV BG AC EMU?
HOBA is derived as Earthing Switch for Battery circuit. It is a single pole single throw switch (SPST). Positive
side of the battery is earthed through this switch. If earth fault occurs in the positive side of the battery circuit, then
the circuit gets closed through the body of the coach. Hence fuse or MCB is opened. In order to avoid this we are
changing the switch to Off position. Hence 160 Ω, 100 W resistance is connected in the circuit which will minimize
the faulty current and keep the MCB or the fuse in the normal condition for further operating of control circuit. Ie
this resistance acts as load between positive and negative wire of the battery, then we have to find where the fault
has occurred. If earth fault occurs in the negative side it is not possible to find out. However at the same time if
earth fault occurs on the positive side it is not possible to prevent fuse / breaker from opening even after the HOBA
is put in Off position. So it is better to check frequently the negative side of the battery whether earth has occurred
or not.
28. Driver experienced Beyond shunt notches not responding explain the trouble shooting
Unit Not Responding Beyond Shunt Position :
1. Ensure auto warning switch (AWS) at OFF position.
2. Check its control MCB in control MCB panel for normal position. If it is tripped condition try to reset.
3. Operate warning switch for few times and keep it in OFF position.
29. Briefly explain about rectifier unit in BG AC EMU?
In 25 KV BG AC EMU, DC Traction motor is fixed. So we need DC supply. So it is necessary to convert AC
supply to DC. For this purpose rectifier are used. In BG AC EMU, silicon rectifier are used. The rectifier converts
Alternating current in Direct Current. In this unidirectional current, there may be some AC ripples to reduce this
AC ripples, smoothening reactor (SL) is used. In order to reduce further, Addl. smoothening reactor (ASL) is used.
Hence DC is obtained.
Parts of rectifier.
1. Diode (cell)
2. Half wave rectifier
30.What are SALIENT FEATURES OF WAU4
Motor coach tare weight :
56.52 tones
Normal load :
63.77 "
Crush load :
71.02 "
Dense crush load :
78.27 "
Non-driving trailor tare :
31.04 "
Normal load :
38.29 "
Crush load :
48.64 "
Dense crush load :
52.79 "
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Driving trailor :
32.07 "
Normal load :
39.07 "
Crush load:
45.72 "
Dense crush load :
52.02 "
Total per unit tare :
152.38 "
Normal load :
182.18 "
Crush load :
297.98 "
Dense load :
233.62 "
31. Write the parameters of Main Transformer:
Continuous rating : 1000 KVA at 25 Kv.
Secondary rating : 782 Volts.
Auxiliary I & II Winding : 266 Volts & 141 volts.
Type of cooling : Forced oil or forced air cooled
Weight : 2856 Kgs.
No.of Taps on low tension : 11
Total no.of Tap Changer notches : 22
32. Describe about PANTOGRAPH?:
The pantograph is a collapsible frame work constituted by metallic tubes and articulated by ball bearings. The
frame work is mounted on insulators on the roof of the AC EMU to isolate it form the body of EMU. At each point a
flexible shunt is provided to ensure a continuous path of current. On the top of the frame work is mounted a pan
with a spring. and on the pan wearing strips are fitted which directly come into contact with the over head contact
wire. These strips can be replaced in case they get worn out. Normally the pantograph is s kept is lowered position
by the action of lowering spring which is inside the servo motor. When compressed air is admitted inside the servo
motor is pushes the piston and actuates the eyelet rod by the action of the raising spring, the pantograph is raised.
The maximum compressed air pressure required to keep the pantograph raised is 6kgs/cm2.
Admitting and exhausting the compressed air into and out of the servo motor is effected by nears of two electro
valves (Pantograph up and Pantograph down coil) respectively which is remote controlled from the driver's desk, by
the switch pantograph raise and pantograph lower respectively. Pantograph is connected to the transformer
primary through the main circuit breaker ABB. During the preparation of EMU for service the motorman should
start the auxiliary compressor and create pressure more than 6 Kg/cm2. This may be checked by the pressure
gauge of the auxiliary compressor reservoir. When the pressure is above 6 kgs/cm2 raise the pantograph. ensuring
the master control in `OFF' position. Close ABB and start the main compressor . check the main compressor
reservoir gauge which shows 7 kg/cm2.
NOTE: Whenever the pantograph is raised or lowered it is absolutely necessary to check whether the operation is
effective. Before lowering the pantograph it is absolutely necessary to trip ABB. However in the case of emergency
the pantograph may be lowered before tripping ABB. The time required to raise the panto is 6 to 10 sec. for
lowering 10 sec.
33. Describe about MAIN CIRCUIT BREAKER (ABB)?:
The circuit breaker ABB is a special type high speed electro pneumatic contactor. this consist of two sets of
contactors namely the primary moving contact, Primary fixed contact and secondary moving contact, secondary
fixed contact. Normally the primary fixed contact is kept closed by spring tension. a high resistance about (1,00.000
ohms) is connected across the primary contact.
34. What are the Safety precautions are to be taken for safety of Personnel?:
In the event of a failure occurring on line the motorman is at times obliged to interfere with the HT equipments
Under such circumstances if the motorman forgets to open the circuit breaker ABB and lowers the pantograph to
suppress the tension to the HT equipments he will be exposing himself to extreme danger. Hence the AC EMU is
provided with a locking device which compels the motorman to open ABB and lower pantograph. Before the
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locking device operated. Thus to gain access to the HT cubicles the entire motor coach along with the roof
equipments is connected to the ground by means of earthing switch `EAS'. After operating the `EAS' motorman can
gain access to the HT equipments. Before operating the EAS it is absolutely necessary to ensure that the
pantograph is lowered visually.
35. Write about RECTIFIER BLOCK?:
The traction motors are DC series motor, but the main supply to the AC EMU is AC. Hence AC supply has to be
converted to DC for this purpose the rectifiers are made use of. Each rectifier bridge is protected against over
current by HRC (500A) fuses on both sides. For the protection of the Surge voltage of the rectifier bridges capacitor
and resistor combination are connected across the rectifier bridges.
36. Write about Lightening Arrestors?
The lightening arrestor (LA) is provided on the roof of the motor coach to arrest the voltage during lightening. The
earthing switch is available for earthing the EMU motor coach totally after tripping ABB and lowering pantograph,
whenever any person has to get into high tension compartment cubicles to attend failure.
37. Write about Smoothing Reactor (SL)
It is an inductive device which smoothens the rectified current further (Pulsations are minimized) by nature
inductive coil is having the tendency of opposing the AC component s where as it allows DC freely.Even after SL
there will be slight ululations will be available. To get the uniform magnetic field the pulsating components can be
diverted by shunting the field coils with resistance called permanent filed diverter. In addition to the above every
individual traction motor is provided with ASL.
38. Describe about AUXILIARY CIRCUIT-1 of MEMU?
Induced voltage of the Auxiliary winding 1 is 266 Volts and protected with 100A fuses (AF1 & AF2). There are 4
Auxiliaries, namely Oil pump (OP), Rectifier Fan (RF), and Radiator Fans (KF1 & KF2) are connected with AC single
phase induction motor (capacitor start & Run). These auxiliary motors are started functioning immediately on
closing ABB provided the corresponding MCB & Fuses are intact. OP and RF are protected with 15 &10A MCBs on
positive side (phase) and a 32A common fuse on negative side (neutral). KF1 & KF2 are protected with each 5A
MCB on positive side (phase) and a 16A common fuse on negative side (neutral). The purpose of oil pump motor
(OP) is to circulate the transformer oil through the radiator. Further the circulated oil is cooled by radiator fans KF1
& KF2. Rectifier fan (RF) is provided for cooling both the Main & Auxiliary supply rectifiers (ASR).
Static battery charger (SBC) is connected across Auxiliary-I with 35A MCB and 32A fuse. It charges the battery and
also maintains the control circuit. Battery charger failure relay (BCFR) is connected across the output of the battery
charger. Whenever battery charger fails, this relay will de energise and BCFR lamp will glow in driving cab. In
addition to these, No voltage Relay (NVR) is connected with 5A MCB. In case, if it is not energised, SR will not
pickup and unit will not respond.
39.Describe about AUXILIARY Circuit-2?
Induced voltage of the Auxiliary winding 2 is 141 Volts and protected with 250A fuses (AF3 & AF4). Supply sources
for Main compressor, Low tension relay (LTR), Line voltmeter, Head light, compartment lights and fans are
connected in the cicuit.
Since main compressor motor (MCP) is 110V DC series type , the 141 AC voltage is stepping down and rectified to
110 DC voltage by Auxiliary supply rectifier (ASR).The supply to MCP is fed through a contactor (CC1) and protected
with 160A fuse. Low tension relay (LTR)also connected across ASR to ensure the availability of line voltage and the
working of ASR. It is protected with 2.5A MCB and when de energises, it trips ABB.
Head light voltage stabilizer (HLVS) is provided for the purpose of head light, and it is protected with 10A fuse
(2nos) and a double pole 5A MCB on both input and out putside.A line voltmeter is connected with 2.5A MCB (
parallel to the input of HLVS )for the indication of OHE voltage proportional to the auxiliary 2 voltage.
In addition to these, compartment fans (10 Nos. 60W in two rows) are started working with auxiliary 2 supply
(141V), when the fan contactors (FC) are closed. Compartment Normal lights (10 Nos. 40W in two rows) are
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connected with the out put of normal voltage stabilizer (NLVS 141V to 110V AC). and glowing by closing the
contactor (NLC). The input for NLVS is made available after closing of NLC and two 63A fuse and a 15A double pole
MCB are intact. The contactors for compartment fans and lights are closed / opened by pressing the push buttons
Fans on & off and Light on & off only after Guard’s key is ON.( In case of ABB opening or when the failure of normal
light, emergency relays will be de energized and emergency lights will glow in the compartment with help of
battery supply.
40. Explain about Procedure of Starting the Auxiliary Compressor?
The purpose of the auxiliary compressor is to create initial air pressure that is required for the raising of the
pantograph and for closing of the circuit breaker ABB. This auxiliary compressor is driven by 110v battery of the AC
EMU and it is put in service by an electromagnetic contactor CC2. To close the contactor it is necessary to energize
the operating coil of CC2 by closing the ABB close switch with MCB of PANTO / ABB in `ON' position. When the ABB
Close switch is pressed the circuit No.9 is energized, ABR set coil energized In turn ABR interlock closes in the circuit
of CC2, and CC2 coil is energized. Thereby CC2 contactor closes and auxiliary compressor starts functioning through
its driving motor. When it builds up more than 6.5kgs pressure auxiliary compressor governor CG2 opens, the
interlock opens in the circuit of CC2 coil de-energizes it, opening the contactor CC2.for stopping auxiliary
compressor. voluntarily this can be done by closing ABB trip switch to energize the ABB trip coil which opens ABR
interlock in the circuit of CC2 coil and de-energizes thereby CC2 contactor opens and auxiliary compressor stops
functioning.
41. Explain about CONTROL CIRCUIT OF PANTO AND ABB?
RAISING OF PANTOGRAPH
When panto raise switch is pressed wire no 7 will be energized causing panto up coil to energize and panto will
raise in all motor coaches, provided PANTO/ABB MCB is on, BL is unlocked and MPT is OFF position ,ABB is open
CLOSING OF ABB
When ABB close switch is pressed, wire no.9 will be energized through PANTO/ABB MCB is on and BL is unlocked,
which causes ABR set and ARR. to energize in all motor coaches. Then ABB closing coil is energized through ABB
fault MCB is on, ABR n/o interlock, OL5/6, EFRA-2, OLP/EFRP, BIR, are in de energized condition ,ABB governor
interlock is closed, TSS in run position, PRV is normal, ARR n/o interlock and ABB n/c interlock. Simultaneously ABB
hold coil also energized through ABB fault MCB is on, ABR n/o interlock, OL5/6, EFRA-2, OLP/EFRP, BIR, are in de
energized condition ,ABB governor interlock is closed, TSS in run position, PRV is normal, ARR n/o interlock .When
ABB closing coil is energized ABB is closing in all motor coaches and ABB trip lamp extinguishes. As soon as ABB is
closed ABB n/c interlock opens and ABB closing coil de energises. Further ABB hold coil is maintained in energized
condition through LTR . which is energized as soon as ABB is closed.
OPENING OF ABB
When ABB trip switch is pressed wire NO.10 will be energised through PANTO/ABB MCB is on and BL is unlocked,
which causes ABR trip coil to energise there by ABB hold coil will de energises and ABB will trip in all motor
coaches. This will be indicated by glowing of ABB trip light in the driver's cab.
whenever the relays OL5/OL6,EFRA II, OLP/EFRP ,BIR,LTR are acted or when the air pressure drops below
4.5kg/cm2 or in case of ABB fault MCB trips, ABB holding coil will de energise and ABB will trip in defective motor
coach automatically.
42. Explain procedure of TRANSITION –1 (Progression from 1st notch to 2nd notch )
When the current limiting relays (CLR1 &CLR2) are dropped out the wire no.108 feed, energizes the notching relay
(NR2) through normally open interlock of T7, normally closed interlocks of T8, NR1, NR2 and normally open
interlock of T9. As soon as NR2 is energized, the contactor coil of T8 gets energized through normally open interlock
of NR2 and the contactor T8 closes. Further T8 is maintained through from holding wire NO.106 through normally
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open interlock of T8 and normally closed interlock of T7.When T8 is closed the normally closed interlock of T8 opens
in the control circuit of T7 & T9 and the contactors T7 & T9 opens and NR2 drops. Now T1 & T8 are closed and
effecting 2nd notch.
NOTE: No further notching takes place as long as MPT is in SHUNT position.To obtain further progression (3rd to
12th notch) MPT must be moved to Half power position.
43. Explain procedure of TRANSITION – 2 (Progression from 2nd to 3rd notch)
When the master controller is moved to `Half Power' position wire no.2 gets energized which in turn energize wire
no.210 for progression from 2nd to 3rd notch through the contacts of MCS 1/2 & MCS 3& 4 , W1/LV contact,
normally closed interlocks of CLR1 & CLR 2,normally open interlocks of M1 & M3, NVR and normally closed
interlock of NR2, normally open interlock of T8 thereafter it energizes contactor coil T2 through normally open
interlock of T1 and normally closed interlock of T2. The negative side for T2 is completed through the normally
closed interlocks of T3 to T6, W1/LV and normally open interlock of SR. The T2 is maintained by holding wire
no.106 through its own normally open interlock. As soon as T2 is closed T1 is opened.
After closing of T2 , supply from wire no.106 energizes the T9 contactor coil through normally closed interlock of
T1, T3, T5 & T7 causing T9 to close and also NR1 energizes through normally closed interlock of T3 and normally
open interlock of T2.. In this condition contactors T2, T8 & T9 are closed and 3rd notch is effected.
44. Explain procedure of TRANSITION – 3 (Progression from 3rd to 4th notch)
As soon as CLR1 & CLR 2 are dropped, NR2 is energizing through normally closed interlock T7, normally open
interlocks of NR1 & T9. After NR1 & NR2 are energized T7 contactor is closed. (Closing of T7 causing T8 & T9 to
open), further T7 is maintained through its self interlock and normally closed interlock of T8. Now T2 and T7 are in
closed condition effecting 4th notch. The opening of T9 causing to de energize NR2 but NR1 remains energized.
45. Expalin procedure of TRANSITION - 4 (Progression from 4th to 5th notch)
As CLR1 & CLR2 drops, wire no 209 gets energized through the contacts of MCS 1/2 & MCS 3& 4 , W1/LV contact,
normally closed interlocks of CLR1 & CLR 2,normally open interlocks of M1 & M3, NVR and normally closed
interlock of NR2,normally open interlock of T7 thereafter it energizes the contactor coil T3 through normally open
interlock of T2 and normally closed interlock of T3 and closing T3. As soon as T3 is closed,T2 gets opened.Further T3
is maintained from wire 106 through its self inter lock and on negative side through normally open interlock of
T4,T5,T6 &T1/W1(LV).
Opening of T3 causes to de energize NR1 in turn supply from 106 closes T9 through normally closed interlocks T8,
T2, T4, T6. Now T3,T7&T9 are closed and effecting 5th notch.
Like wise 5 to 12 notches will continue by repeating (recycling) of transition 1 to 4 and each progression being
regulated by the action CLR1 and CLR 2 . When MPT is in HALF power position total 12 notches will be effected.
To achieve further progression the master controller has to be moved to FULL power position.When the MPT is on
full power position wire no.3 gets feed and WGR will be energized through normally closed interlock of T5 and
normally open interlock of T6 and further maintained from wire no 101, through its self WGR normally open
interlock.
As soon as WGR is energized W1/LV coil is de-energized and W2/HV coil gets energized through normally open
interlock of WGR. After closing of W2, wire no.209 /210 is energized through W/HV contact and normally closed
interlock of AOVR.This causes closing of T1 to T5 and effecting 13 to 22 notches, by repeating of transition 1 to 4.
NOTE
1.When MPT is in FULL power, if OVR is acted, the relay AOVR will energize and stops further progression.
2.CLR1 and CLR2 will be controlling the progression from 2 to 21 notches
3. As an additional path, to avoid poor interlock of CLR1 & CLR2, a relay CLAR and its normally open interlocks are
provided across the interlocks of CLR1 &CLR2 in wire no 2.
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46. Explain about MAIN COMPRESSOR GOVERNOR (CG-1) and its importance?
It is connected with MR pipe line. It s setting is cuts in at 6kg/cm2 and cuts out at 7kgs/cm2. It is placed in HT
compartmnet. When the governor closes at6kgs/cm2 the ocmpressor starts workingprovided the compressor set
switch is pressed. When MR pressure attains 7kgs/cm2 the governor opens and the compressor stops working.
There is one byepass switch GS-3 which is provided on the GS panel, to isolate this governor in case of failure.
INDICATION:
a) CG-I FAILS IN CUT IN POSITION:
1. MR pressure ill raise more than 7kgs/cm2.
2. Compressor will work continuously.
3. Compressor safety valve will be blowing.
b) CG FAILS IN `CUT OUT' POSITION:
1. MR pressure will drop less than 6kgs/cm22. Main compressor will not work.
3. When MR pressure drops - BP pressure will drop thereby brakes will be binding resulting in unit failure.
Note: When GS-3 is kept in fault position due the compressor governor failure, it is the responsibility of the
motorman to switch `ON' the compressor when the MR pressure drops to 6kgs/cm2 and switch `OFF' when the
pressure raised to 7 kgs/cm2.
47,Explain about CONTROL GOVERNOR and its importance?:
It is connected to brake pipe (BP) line and kept under the driver's desk in the driving cab of the motor coach. Its
setting are cuts in at 4.2 kgs/cm and cuts out at 3.3kgs/cm2.When the pressure in the BP attains more than 4.2
kgs/cm2 the governor closes if allows the control circuit of traction motor contactors to energise provided all other
conditions are set. When the pressure in BP drops below 3.3 kgs/cm2 the governor opens and the motor contactors
will be opened.There is a governor byepass switch (GS-II) provided in the GS panel to byepass this governor incase
of failure.
INDICATION
a) Fails in cut in position:
1. Allows traction even BP is destroyed.
2. It will over load the traction motors due to brakes binding.
Driver may start the train without BP being charged which is very dangerous.
b) Fails in `Cut out' position:
1. Loss of tractive effort even if BP is fully charged.
2. MSTW light will glow on the driver's desk.
NOTE: If GS-II is put on fault position to isolate the governor the driver must have frequently watch the BP gauge
before starting and while on run also.
48..Explain about EQUIPMENT GOVERNOR and its importance?:
It is connected to the control reservoir and is located the equipment room. It s setting are cuts in at 4.2kgs/cm2 and
cutsout in 3.3kgs/cm2, when the pressure in the control reservoir attains 4.2kgs/cm2 the governor closes and it
allows the control circuit of M1 to M4 energise if other conditions are set.When the control reservoir pressure falls
below 3.3kgs/cm2 the governor opens and M1 to m4operating coils will be de-energised and motor contactors will
open.There is a bye pass switch (GS-I) is provided in the GS panel to isolate the governor in case of failure.
INDICATION:
a. Fails in `Cut in' position:
Allows tap changer, M1 o M4 contactors, transfer switches contactors, to open and close with less pressure
resulting arcing and welding on the contactor tips.
b) Fails in `Cut out' position:
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1. Loss of tractive effort.
2. MSTW light will glow.
Note: If the isolating switch (GS-I) is put in fault position to bye pass the governor, the motor man should ensure
control reservoir pressure watching the gauge provided in the equipment room whenever possible.
49.Explain about AUXILIARY COMPRESSOR GOVERNOR (CG-II) and its importance?
It is connected with ABB air pipe and located in the equipment room. It s settings are cut in at 5.5kgs/cm2 and cut
out at 6.5kgs/c,2.when the pressure in the ABB pipe line attains 5.5kgs/cm2 the governor closes and the auxiliary
compressor starts working provided ABB close switch is once pressed and ABR is latched.When the pressure drops
to 6kgs/cm2 the opens and the auxilairy compressor stops working.A bye pass switch (GS-4) is provided in the GS
panel to isolate the governor in case of failure
a) Fails in `cut in ' position:
Auxiliary compressor will work continuously.
b) Fails in `cut out' position:
Initial air pressure cannot be created during unit preparation.
NOTE: If the isolating switch (GS-4) is operated to fault position the motorman should check the auxiliary
compressor is stopped after creating sufficient pressure.If the compressor is working continuously check GS-4 is in
normal position. If the compressor is working continuously switch off the MCB for auxiliary compressor or remove
the auxilirary compressor fuse.
50. Explain how MECHANICAL TRANSMISSION is done? :
Each traction motor drives one axle through the pinion and gear.The driving pinion is fixed on the traction motor
shaft and the gear on the axle of the wheel. The pinion and gear are enclosed in a gear box filled with lubricating
compound.The transmission system employed is directed drive. The gear ratio is 91:20.
51. Explain how release of RELEASE OF EP BRAKE is carried out?:
When the brake controller handle is moved back from full EP position towards Release and Running `Position in the
self lapping range, first the application contact gets opened, there after holding contact opens, de-energising both
the application and holding magnet valves of all EP units, when the holding magnet valves are de-energised the `K'
valve open as and the brake cylinder pressure is exhausted to atmosphere through `G' valve of the triple valve and
the already open `K' valve. When the brake cylinder pressure correspondence with the angular displacement of of
the brake cylinder pressure correspondence with the angular displacement of the brake controller handle, the
holding contact closes again energising the holding magnet valves of all the EP units and closing the exhaust port
of tall brake cylinders. Thus effecting partial release of EP brake.When the brake controller handle is moved to
release and running position (Position-I) the holding contacts open de-energising all the holding magnet valves in
the EP units in the formation by opening all the exhaust ports of all brake cylinder. The brake cylinder pressure is
fully released to the atmosphere.
52.Explain ACTION OF TRIPLE VALVE STABILIZING VALVE?
When EP brakes are released, the brake cylinder pressure is exhausted to the atmosphere through the `G' valve of
the triplevalve and the `K'valve. If `G' valve of the triple valve remain closed due to randam fluctuations of the
brake pipe pressure during EP brake application by the triple valve moving to lap position, brakes cannot be
released. to effect EP brake release by restoring triple valve diaphragm to its normal position, stabilizing valve is
provided.During and EP application the air pressure in triple valve stabilizing valve bulb is exhausted to
atmosphere, through the exhaust port in the central stem of the triple valve stabilizing valve. when EP brakes are
released the absence of air pressure between the `K' valve of the holding magnet valve and the `G' valve of the
triple valve is sensed by the triple valve stabilizing valve and auxiliary reservoir pressure beneath the tripleTo have
partial application of auto brake, the brake controller handle has to be moved to LAP position,. When the balance
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of pressure is obtained between the two chambers of the equalizing discharge valve, exhaust port of the equalizing
discharge valvecloses stoppage further drop of EP pressure. When there is a balance of pressure between the top
and bottom of the triple valve diapharam it moves to a lap position where in `C' valve remain closed and `D' valve
also close further admission of air pressure to brake cylinders stopped forth with. In emergency position of BCH
both EP and auto application will be made by the closure of positive acting contact and the `D' valve also opens
along with `C' valve and the brake pipe pressure is discharged to the atmosphere directly, emergency application is
make.
NOTE : 1. Step by step application of both EP and auto brakes is possible.
2. Step by step release of EP brakes is possible.
3. Step by step of release of auto brake is impossible.
WARNING:
During auto application BCH should not be brought back to normal or to the self lapping range as the release of
auto brake take place and the train may go out of control.
53. Briefly explain about ESCORTS KNORR TYPE OF BRAKES (E.K.)
1. BRAKE CONTROLLER:
The brake controller consists of the following:
Brake controller handle which can be occupied three positions namely Release and Running , Full application and
emergency. ThePosition between release and running and full application is the self lapping range.
ELECTRICAL CONTACT:
Emergency brake valve, Isolating valve, pressure regulator check valve, Relay valve control pipe `I' and `K' Brake
isolating valve switch (Hand operated) `C' Magnet valve, Three pressure switch, pipes L2 and L1. In addition to
these a switch EP/Auto is provided in the side cannel of each driving cab and an equalizing reservoir is fitted under
each driving cab.
54.Describe about E.P.UNIT:?
Under each coach an EP unit is fitted, The components of the EP unit are the holding magnet valve, the application
magnet valve, check valve, tripple valve, stabilizing valve bulb, and safety valve. The functions of the different
valves fitted in the EP unit are similar to the valves provided in WSF, but structurally they differ.Each coach carries
an auxiliary reservoir to store 5kgs per sq.co. compressed air pressure for emergency brakes ((Auto). The other
components of the brake system are alike in all the formations.With the brake controller handle in the release and
Running position, the electrical contacts remain open and `C' magnet valve being in t he de-energised condition.
The spring tension of the pressure regulator will be the maximum, as such the exhaust port in the middle of the
spindle of the pressure regulator remains closed while the `I' pipe charging port remains open. With the brake
isolating valve switch turned `ON' the mechanical port for charging the BP will remain open. Then MR charges the
`I' pipe through the check valve and the charging port of the pressure regulator. The `I' pipe in turn charges the
middle chamber of three pressure switch the equalizing reservoir and the bottom chamber of the relay valve, when
pressure is thus built in t he bottom of the relay valve, thee relay valve spindle is lifted and the MR charges the BP
through the check valve, the relay valve, pipe L2, isolating valve, pipe L1 brake isolation valve switch (Hand
operated turned on). The BP inturn charges the auxiliary reservoir and triple valve stabiliazing valve bulb through a
choke provided in the triple valve. The charging of BP to 5 kgs/cm2 air pressure is regulated by pressure regulator.
55.Explain about AUTO APPLICATION?
If due to any reason the `C' magnet valve fails to get energised when the BCH is moved to brake application
position `I' pipe and `K' pipe are not isolated from each other, as such along with `I' pipe pressure `K' pipe pressure
also is discharged thus three pressure switch does not function and EP application will not take place. In-stead the
depression of `K' pipe pressure causes the relay valve spindle to be pressed down by the BP pressure, opening the
exhaust port and the brake pipe pressure is exhausted to atmosphere through the brake isolating valve (Hand
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operated) pipes L1, isolaitn g valve, L2 and the relay valve. The tripplevalve is actuated closing first the brake
cylinder exhaust portinside the triple valve, latter connecting auxiliary reservoir to the brake cylinders. Thus
effecting auto brake application.
In self lapping range when a balance is obtained between the spring tension of the pressure regulator and the `I'
pipe the exhaust pot in the central stem of the pressure regulator closes and further discharge of `I' pipe pressure
regulator closes and further discharge of `I' pipe pressure with `K' pipe pressurewill be stopped. When Bp is reduced
equal to `K' pipe pressure the exhaust portion the central stem of the relay valve closes thereby prevents further
discharg e of BP pipe pressure when a balance of aire pressure, BP and auxiliary reservoir inside the tripple valve,
occurs the connection from the auxiliary reservoir to the brake cylinder is cut off and further admission of air
pressure stops forth with while the exhaust port inside the triple valve still remain closes effecting partial
application of auto brake.
56. Explain about AUTO RELEASE?
When the BCH is moved back from application position towards release and running portion, the spring tension of
the regulator is increased, the charging port opens, hence MR charges `I' pipeand `K' pipe the relay valve is lifted up
first closing the exhaust port and there after opening charging port and the MR recharges the Bp through the relay
valve. When the BP pressure exceeds the auxiliary reservoir pressure the central exhaust port inside the tripple
valve opens and the brake cylinder pressure will be exhausted to atmosphere through holding magnet valve.
WARNING: Partial release of auto brake is impossible. Hence during application of auto brake the BCH shall not be
moved back towards release and running position in t he self lapping range as the train will go out of control.
57. Explain about EMERGENCY POSITION?
When the BCH is moved to emergency position both EP and autobrake will come on provided the EP/Auto switch is
on EP side and the electrical supply for EP bake is available. since `C' magnet valve is energised `K' pipe pressure
will not be discharged, as such three pressure switch will function. Relay valve will not act, but through the opening
of the emergency brake valve, theBP pressure is directly exhausted to atmosphere through the emergency valve. To
prevent MR charging the BP through relay valve the isolates valve, isolates the pipe L1 from L2.
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LONG ANSWERS:
1. What precautions to be taken to energize BG AC EMU in the maintenance shed?

Ans: CHECKS TO BE CONDUCTED BEFORE ENERGISATION

Procedure:
1. Ensure that the EMU must be under the OHE.
2. Check and ensure all the drain cocks are in closed condition and all cut out cocks are open
condition.
3. Check and ensure EPIC, AIC, BIC should be in open condition in all coaches.
EPIC
:
EP Isolation cock
AIC
:
Auto Isolation cock
BIC
:
Bogie Isolation cock
4. Ensure jumper couplers A,B,C & D are properly fixed and locked in their respective sockets.
5. Ensure BIV (Brake Isolating Valve) in OFF position in non-driving cabs.
6. Ensure brake controller handle (BCH) is in release position in non-driving cab.
7. Check and ensure all fuses are in good condition and MCB’S should be at ON position (Normal
position - Up wards).
8. Ensure that all the relay targets are in normal position (SET position except RFAR).
9. Operate the BIS to "ON" in all motor coaches and ensure Battery Voltage is more than 85V.
10. Ensure MCS1 & MCS2 are on normal position and ensure that all the traction motors are in
service.
11. Check for any By-pass switch in fault position. i.e. HEFRP, HEFRA-II and HOBA and also check
for any governor By-pass switch in fault position and ensure TSS on RUN position.
2. What are the ROOF equipments available in the BG AC EMU (Motor Coach) explain in detail?.
Ans. The roof equipment available in BG AC EMU Motor Coach are as under :
1.
Pantograph
2.
Vacuum Circuit Breaker
3.
EAS
4.
Roof bars
5.
Panto mounting insulators
6.
Surge arrestor
1. Pantograph :
Pantograph is a most delicate and collapsible equipment, provided on BG AC EMU Motor Coach roof to
receive the OHE supply. When Pantograph raise switch is operated, concerned pantograph will raise in
three stages and touches to the contact wire.
It is based on four insulators to isolate from the body of the EMU. At each point a flexible shunt is
provided to ensure a continuous path of current. Panto pan wearing strips are being replaced with
metallic high carbon strips which give good lubrication properties between OHE & panto and wearing
of strips is comparatively less.
PARTS OF PANTOGRAPH:
1.Base frame & insulators.
7.Tranverse rod.
2.Raising springs
8.Panto pan.
3.Horizantal spindle.
9.Panto servomotor.
4.Upper articulation tube.
10.Panto cut out cock.
5.Push rod.
11.Throttle valve.
6.Anti-balancing rod.
2. Vacuum Circuit Breaker:
The Vacuum Circuit Breaker of BG AC EMU is 22 CB Single bottle single pole AC circuit breaker. It is
provided in the roof of the BG AC EMU Motor Coach to control the 25 KV supply from the panto to
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entire equipment. It can be closed and opened by remote control from the driver’s cabin. It trips
automatically due to the operation of various protective devices. In the event of short circuit, operates a
equipment and the circuit is protected from damage.
Working principle of a circuit breaker :
It has 2 contacts, the primary contact and secondary contact. Across primary contact resistance
(R) is connected permanently (1 lakh ohms) when the ABB is in closed position both the contacts
of primary and secondary are closed. While opening, the primary contact opens first and the 1
lakh ohms resistance is introduced in to the circuit to absorb the passing current and the main
arc is extinguished at the primary contact. The primary contact closes automatically, now to
close ABB it is sufficient to close the secondary contact. VCB is a special type of electropneumatic circuit breaker , the circuit interruption takes place in 30 milliseconds.
The Vacuum Circuit Breaker comprises of three main parts :
1. The upper part, which is high voltage circuit. (HT)
2. The intermediate part, which assures isolation from the earth.
3. The lower part with the control unit and the auxiliary circuit. (LT)
3. ROOF BARS:
Six roof bars available on EMU roof to receive the OHE supply from panto and to transfer to VCB. Cut in
Roof bars causes NO TENSION.
4. CHT : It is used to receive the supply from VCB and sent to main transformer.
5. EAS: It is hand operated earthing switch provided on EMU Motor coach roof and operated from HT
compartment with the help of reversor key. When this switch is operated main transformer and roof
equipment will be earthed.
3. What is pantograph? What is the purpose and name the parts?
Ans. Pantograph is a most delicate and collapsible equipment, provided on loco roof to receive the
OHE supply. When ZPT is moved, concerned pantograph will raise in three stages and touches to the
contact wire.
It is based on four insulaters. Panto pan wearing strips are being replaced with high carbon
strips which gives good lubrication properties between OHE & panto and wearing of strips is
comparatively less.
When ZPT is operated concerned VEPT energises and allows the air pressure to enter into panto
servomotor in three stages by means of throttle valve. This pressure operates the piston inside
servomotor, which pushes the lowering springs and piston rod moves. This piston rod is connected to the
mechanical arrangement of panto, the operation of piston rod moves the actuating rod, causing lower
articulation tubes to raise and whole assembly moves and upper articulation raises, there by panto pan
touches the contact wire.
When the panto is in lowered condition raising springs which are provided on panto baseframe is
in compressed condition and this compressive force is released when panto is raised.
When panto is in lowered condition, lowering spring which is provided in servomotor is in
released condition and compresses when air pressure is admitted.
Panto pan is made with tilting facility to have continuous contact with OHE because of more
oscillations.
PARTS OF PANTOGRAPH:
1.Base frame & insulators.
7.Tranverse rod.
2.Raising springs
8.Panto pan.
3.Horizantal spindle.
9.Panto servomotor.
4.Upper articulation tube.
10.Panto cut out cock.
5.Push rod.
11.Throttle valve.
6.Anti-balancing rod.
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4. What are the safety relays in BG AC EMU mention their function and settings
Ans. Safety relays in BG AC EMU are:
Primary over load relay: OLP
It is provided to protect main transformer from over current this relay is connected in the current
transformer (CT) whose primary is connected in series with main transformeer. When primary current
exceeds 0.7A OLP acts and tripps VCB and a red flag drops on the realay this can be reset through OL
swithch once. This is located in relay pannel.
Over load relay OL5:
The over current relay OL5 is provided to protect the main refiers against over current. When current
exceeds 4000A this relay acts and trips VCB a white flag drops on relay this is located in tap changer box.
Over load relay OL6:
This relay is provided to protect against the short circuit in secondary winding of the traction circuit.
When the current exceeds 4000A this rela acts and trips VCB a white flag drops on relay this is located in
tap changer box.
Power fault Earth fault relay EFRP:
EFRP earth fault for power circuit. When there is any earth fault in power circuit this relay acts and trips
VCB a red target falls on the relay. This is provided in relay pannel.
Isolating switch for this relay is HEFRP which is located in LT room.
Auxillary II circuit Earth fault relay EFRA-II:
This acts when there is any earth fault in the auxillary II circuit this relay acts and tripps VCB and red
diagnol bars apperars on the relay. To reset the relay target a plunger is provided at the relay which is to be
pushed upwards some new MC’s has a red light will glow and a resetting relay a push button is provided.
This is provided in relay pannel. Isolating switch for this relay is HEFRA-II which is located below EFRAII in the relay pannel.
Buchholz Indication relay:
Whenever gas is formed due to shortcircuit or any other reason BUD micro swithch closes there BIR acts
and trips VCB when the relay acts a trip indication exhibits on the relay. BIR is located on the relay pannel
and BUD is provided in the transformer.
Over voltage relay OVR:
The over voltage relay is provided in the DC side of the traction circuit to stop further progression of tap
changer through AOVR. In case of voltage exceeding 540v in full power position this located in switch
group-II
Over load relays for traction motors 1-4:
These relays OL1 to OL4 set at 900A and connected in series with TM1 respectively to protect traction
motors from over current.
5. What type of transformer used in BG AC EMU? What are the maintenance schedules to be done of
this transformer?
Ans. Transformer : BG AC EMU transformer is oil immersed type and oil is forced circulated and cooled in
radiator by blower set.
Technical Details :
Make : BHEL, Jhansi
Continuous rating : 1000 KVA @ 25 KV
Primary winding : 25 KV / 40 Amps
Secondary winding : 782 V / 1280 Amps
Aux. I winding :
266 V / 55 Amps.
Aux. II winding :
141 V / 250 Amps.
Frequency :
50 Hz
Cooling type :
Oil flow and air flow.
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Maintenance schedule
Work/inspection to be done
Standard value
1. Check transformer for oil leakages
No leakage
2. Check transformer oil level in conservator tank and top up with 50 KV oil if 15 C
required
3. Check colour of silica gel crystals and replace if found pink
Blue in colour
4. Check radiator and its pipe line connection for any oil leakage
No leakage
5. Open the radiator protective net and blow the dust of radiator with compressed Clean
air and clean it with high pressure water jet provide the radiator net.
6. Release the gas of the transformer from Buchholz (BUD) and check the operation
No gas OK
7. Check the buchholz device, conservator, MPH, gate valves and flexible couplings No leakage no
for any oil leakage or damage
damage.
8. Check the buchholz device for intactness of glass, operation of vent cocks, No abnormality
condition of drain plug
9. Check terminal blocks for any oil leakage, flash mark etc and also check intactness No
leakage,
of each connection
intact
10. Check main bushing visually for any damage and clean porclain roof bushing Clean, intact.
insulator and complete bushing surface thoroughly and also check intactness of
roof bushing connection
6. Explain briefly about overhauling procedure for compressor of BG AC EMU?
Ans. The compressor should be completely dismantled by experienced staff. All the parts should be thoroughly
cleaned, examined and repaired in a clean surrounding. Change all the items as per overhauling kit.
Dismantling:
Remove the motor portion from the compressor.
Remove the rotor and fan from the compressor shaft.
Drain the oil from crankcase by opening drain plug.
Disconnect the oil filter assembly and oil pump assembly.
Remove the pipe connectors at the suction and delivery ports of the cylinder heads.
Disconnect the oil filling cap and breather.
Open the inspection cover by opening the nut.
Remove split pin from big end bearing nut.
Open the castle nut of big end bearing.
Open the shroud cover by opening nut
Take out the HP & LP head assembly.
Take out the shroud by unscrewing nuts & bolts.
Cylinder Heads:
Remove the nuts fixing the cylinder head to the cylinder.
Use a mallet and tap the sides of the cylinder head and take it out.
Decarbonize and clean it thoroughly.
Examine cylinder head for any damage.
Use new gasket and spring washers below the nuts.
Suction and Delivery Valves
Inspect all the parts for pitting, wear and distortion.
Ensure that the locating pin is not worn out or bent or loose in vent seat.
Renew the valve plates and spring plates in order to avoid fracture due to fatigue.
Never use reconditioned valve plates.
Valve seats should be reconditioned only by skilled personnel since air tightness and correct operation of the valve
depends on the finish and flatness of the seating surface.
If valve seat, seating face is damaged it should be replaced.
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The seat depth should be minimum 0.5mm.(Elgi)
Reassemble the valve.
Fit the spring plates properly on the locating pin.
Tighten castle nuts with correct torque and provide split pins.
Tightening Torque
5/16” BSF/BSW
2.8-3.5 kg/sqcm.
3/18” BSF/BSW
4.2-4.8 kg/sqcm.
Checks After Valve Assembling
Valve lift : The valve lift should not be less than 1.2mm(Elgi)
Leakage test : Fill the hollow space in the valve seat with petrol on the valve plate. The time in which the petrol gets
drained off should not be less than one minute.
Remove the nuts fixing the cylinder to the crankcase.
Use a mallet and tap the sides of the cylinder to separate it from the crankcase.
Slowly pull out the cylinder.
Examine the cylinder bore visually for any damage.
Measure the bore diameter at the top and bottom at two places 90° apart.
Change the cylinder or the piston if damaged.
When changing the liners of the LP cylinder, take care to use a new ‘O’ ring below the liner step.
Check clearance between the piston and liner bore at right angles at three places, viz. at the top of the liner, middle
of the liner and at the bottom of the liner.
Measure the dimension of the piston at the skirt at 90° to the gudgeon pin bore.
Check the dimensions of the HP cylinder. Replace it with a new one if damaged or worn out beyond limits.
CONNECTING RODS
Remove the nuts fixing the side cover to the crankcase and remove the split pins from the connecting rod bolts and
unscrew the nuts.
Take out the connecting rod bolts. Use a mallet and lightly knock out the connecting rod cap.
Take out the connecting rods through the crankcase opening for the cylinder.
Provide new big end bearings and small end bush.
When changing the bearings, ensure that oil holes are properly located and fully opened.
Check for correct fit on the crankshaft.
MOTOR MOUNTING BRACKET
Unscrew the nuts fixing the motor mounting bracket to crankcase.
Tilt & seat the oil pump fixing face of the crankcase on the floor.
Unscrew the oil seal housing allen screws and remove the oil seal housing and oil seal.
Using a circlip plier, remove the circlip on the crankshaft.
Take out the motor mounting bracket and then the crankshaft from the crankcase.
PISTON & PISTON RINGS
Replace small end bearing bush if piston is shaking on connecting rod.
Use a circlip plier and remove the circlip from the piston.
Knock out the gudgeon pin from the piston.
Examine the gudgeon pin for damages.
Take out the rings using a piston ring expander.
Clean the piston and the ring grooves thoroughly, after de-carbonizing it.
Assemble the rings in their respective grooves and measure the side clearance using a feeler gauge. If it exceeds the
specified limit, replace with a new set for each piston.
Insert the ring into the respective cylinder in such a way that it is in level with the top surface and then measure the
butt clearance using a feeler gauge. If it exceeds the specified limits, provide new rings using proper tools.
Never forget to lubricate the rings before assembling.
The side marked “TOP” on the rings should face the top side of the piston.
The piston should be assembled to the connecting rod and check for correct fit.
The gudgeon pin should be push fit in the connecting rod bore.
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Before assembling the piston into cylinder, ensure that the gaps of adjacent rings are in opposite direction. It
controls oil leak and prevents compressed air leak to increase the efficiency of the compressor.
MAIN JOURNAL BEARINGS
Check the bore size of the bearings and provide new bearing if it is worn out or exceeds the condemning limit.
CRANKSHAFT
Blow compressed air through the oil holes of the crankshaft and ensure that they are free from any dirt and blockage.
The balance weights should not be removed from the shaft since reassembling may cause unbalance.
OIL PUMP
Dismantle the oil pump, clean it thoroughly and inspect all the parts.
Replace all worn out or damaged parts.
There should not be any end play for the rotors.
There should be sufficient clearance between the rotors and the cover plate so that the rotors do not stick to the end
cover.
If there is excess of end play it can be corrected by lapping the outer face of the pump body.
Ensure free movement of the inner rotor in the outer rotor.
Do not inter change parts of different pumps.
Fit new sealing ring between the cover and body.
Dismantle and replace all rubber seals and gaskets.
Take out old filter element and fit new one.
CLEARANCE CHART
Check all clearances and dimension as given below during overhauling & record. All dimensions are in mm.
ASSEMBLY OF COMPRESSOR
Assemble the compressor in the reverse sequence.
Remove top plug of the oil filter and fit oil pressure gauge.
Fill the crankcase with recommended fresh oil.
Ensure that unit is free to run by rotating the shaft manually.
7. What are the different types of test conducted for compressor of BG AC EMU
Ans.Two types of test are conducted on BG AC EMU after overhauling :
They are
1. Without cylinder head
2. With cylinder head.
Without Cylinder Head
 Run the unit for 2 hours and adjust the oil pressure to rated pressure.
 Ensure that there is no leakage in the cylinders.
 As the machine warms up, the current taken by the driving motor should fall and settle at a steady
figure.
 An increasing current indicates the defective assembly. The cause should be investigated.
 Check the unit at frequent intervals for defects such as oil leakage, overheating, scored bores, excessive
oil throw from the cylinder blocks etc.
With Cylinder Head
Assemble cylinder heads, shroud, shroud cover and connect manifolds.
 Connect safety valves to inter cooler as well as receiver.
 Safety valves should be set at 3.2 kg/sq. cm and 8.0 kg/sq. cm respectively.
 Initially run the unit without load for 15 minutes and then at rated pressure for 2 hours.
 Ensure that the oil pressure is steady and within recommended limits.
 Check for any air leakage in the pipe lines.
 Measure the current. It should be steady and within limits.
 Check for any sparking at commutator.
 Ensure that there is no overheating, abnormal noise or vibration.
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8. Explain the overhaul procedure and testing of EP contactors of BG AC EMU?
Ans: OVERHAULING
Overhauling of all Electro- Pneumatic Contactors to be carried during every POH (18 months)
Overhauling comprises repairing and reconditioning of the equipment i.e. dismantling, replacing worn or defective
parts, repairing, re-assembling and testing.
Cleanliness is essential to good maintenance and trouble free service. Therefore work of cleaning must be carried out
thoroughly during overhauling.
Remove all EP contactors and bring them along with arc chutes to repairing room.
INCOMING INSPECTION
Carry out visual inspection for any damage, defect and deficiency and note the same.
Connect the magnet valve to 4.9 kg/ sq. cm air supply on test bench.
Press magnet valve button and observe the operation of contactor for any abnormality.
Check the operation of EP contactor electrically by connecting 110 V D.C. supply.
Remove the contactor from the test bench.
DISMANTLING
Remove auxiliary contact assembly from the contactor by unscrewing two screws and remove operating lever by
unscrewing the nut fitted on the bolt and taking the bolt out.
Remove magnet valve assembly by unscrewing the mounting bolts.
Remove the shunts from the contact carrier by unscrewing the hex. steel nuts.
Remove complete cylinder assembly by unscrewing the four hex. steel bolts, fixing the cylinder to the insulated bars.
Dismantle contact carrier by unscrewing dog point steel screw, take out the hinge pin and remove contact carrier.
Remove contact carrier bracket by unscrewing two unbrako knurled cap screws fixed on top insert of piston
insulator.
Remove blow out coil assembly from the support bars by unscrewing the clamp bar fixing screws and nuts.
To remove core assembly, first remove blow out cheeks by unscrewing three nos. of screws fixed to the blow out coil
support and one slotted csk. hd. brass screw fixing the core to the blow out cheeks on both sides. Now remove the
core along with insulation tube.
OVERHAULING OF MAGNET VALVE ASSEMBLY
Dismantle all the components of magnet valve assembly and clean them thoroughly with kerosene/petrol and dry
compressed air.
Measure the ohmic value of the operating coil and record it in proforma‘A’.
Standard value at 20 deg. C.
Old type coils 839 ± 8% ohm. New type coils 957 ± 8% ohm.
Carry out the short turn test with the help of Shorted Turn Indicator
Carry out the surge comparison test with the help of Surge Comparison Tester
Visually examine the valve stem for any dent mark on its valve seating area and replace if required.
Check the valve body for any damage and magnet case threads for worn out, replace if defective.
Visually examine the valve for any bent and replace if defective. Provide new cork gasket.
Visually check the magnet valve cap and valve spring and replace if required.
Assemble all the components of magnet valve.
Check and ensure the provision of correct size individual switch ferrule ID (bore) as given below.
Tap changing contactor (T1-T9) = 3.97 mm.
Motor contactor (M1-M4 & NC1-NC4) = 2.38 mm
OVERHAULING OF CYLINDER ASSEMBLY
Dismantle the cylinder assembly and clean all the parts thoroughly.
Visually examine the contact carrier and contact bracket hole for ovality and condition of carrier stud and hinge pin
for any damage and replace defective part.
Visually examine knuckling spring and ensure that the spring has not weakened, replace the spring if required.
Examine the piston insulator for any slackness with the help of vice and replace the piston insulator if slack.
Examine the inner bore of the cylinder for any scoring mark and replace if scored.
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Examine the cylinder spring and piston for any damage and replace the defective part.
Check the condition of copper washer and cylinder cap for any damage.
Provide all rubber components new such as piston sealing ring, piston washer etc.
Lubricate the cylinder and piston rod with few drops of grade SAE 30 oil.
Assemble all the components of cylinder assembly.
Ensure free movement of piston rod and take corrective action if necessary.
Check the tightness of all securing bolts with proper tool firmly.
Inspect the shunts for fraying or discolorisation and replace if any of these conditions found.
Examine the arcing horn and bottom contact tips for any overheating/ discolouring. Remove flash marks by fine
filing.Lubricate the pivot with grade SAE 30 oil.
OVERHAULING OF BLOW OUT COIL ASSEMBLY
Dismantle all components and clean them thoroughly.
Visually examine the condition of core, top contact, blow out cheeks (RH/LH) for any damage or pitting and replace
defective part.
Examine the insulating surface of the support bar for any damage and replace if required.
Visually examine top & bottom switch support for any damage and replace if required.
Visually examine the locating pin, blow out coil & its support for any damage.
Check and ensure tightness of all the securing bolts with proper tool.
Examine the top contact (fixed contact) for overheating/ discolouring. Remove flash marks if any.
OVERHAULING OF ARC CHUTE (ARC BOX ASSEMBLY)
Remove loose dirt and any copper globules with a fine file or glass paper. Asbestos develops a skin which should not
be distributed by rough filing.
Mycalex is not hygroscopic and the surface can be renewed by rough filing if necessary.
Examine the arc chute mounting arrangement. Renew the starting threads on mounting blocks and screws.
Examine the arc chute interior for signs of rubbing or transferred paint due to fouling by the piston insulator or the
blow out coil.
Erosion in the form of craters in the side plates and gutters in the top and bottom spreaders can be repaired with an
arc-resisting cement provided that the erosion has not penetrated too deeply. The part to be cemented should be
cleaned thoroughly with glass paper. The cement can then be applied with a knife and then dry the repaired arc
chute in an oven or by hot air.
Scrap any soot from the joints between side plates, splitters and spreaders and look for penetration by the arc into
the joint. Stop up any such penetration with arc resisting cement. Use this cement to coat the joints during reassembly of any arc chute components which are prone to severe penetration.
Ensure that all copper inserts in the arc chute body are securely fixed.
Keep repaired arc chutes warm and dry.
OVERHAULING OF AUXILIARY CONTACTS
Dismantle all the parts of auxiliary contact assembly.
Follow the instructions given in RDSO to improve reliability of interlocks.
Visually examine the condition of the contact tip for any damage on finger contact assembly. Replace with new one
if required.
Check the cams for wear. Fit new cam if the wear is appreciable.
Fit a complete new contact finger if a flat develops on roller other wise there will be rapid wear on the cam.
Visually examine the condition of cam carrier for any abnormality and replace with new cam carrier if required.
Visually examine the condition of the body and cover for any damage and replace with a good one if required.
Visually examine the condition of interlock operating lever and replace if required.
Assemble all the components.
Check the finger assembly for free movement.
REASSEMBLY OF CONTACTOR
Reassemble the contactor in reverse order.
Provide new magnet valve gasket while refitting the magnet valve assembly on the cylinder assembly.
Refit the overhauled auxiliary I/L assembly to the corresponding switch.
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FINAL INSPECTION AND TESTING
Mark the switch serial number with paint/ sticker for identification.
Ensure the free movement of all fingers by operating the operating lever arm and take corrective action if required.
Fit the contactor on test bench.
Connect the magnet valve to 4.9 kg/sq cm air supply and 110V d.c. variable supply to the magnet valve solenoid.
Depress the magnet valve button to close the contactor. The contactor should close immediately.
Release the magnet valve button to open the contactor. The contactor should open fully.
Check the opening and closing operation of contactor at 110V d.c. & 55 V d.c. (min. pick up). Contactor should
operate fully.
Check the drop out voltage.
Check and measure the main contact gap and adjust if required. Record the same in proforma ‘A’. Contact gap shall
be measured at the narrowest point.
Check the main contact bedding and adjust if necessary at 4.9 kg/sq. cm air pressure.
Ensure the free operation of moving contact assembly.
Check for any air leakage from the magnet valve/cylinder assembly in both closing and opening operation.
Ensure the knuckling pressure with the help of spring balance and fill in the proforma ‘A’.
Check the clearance of the aux. interlock contact with filler gauge and adjust if required.(std. contact gap 2.4 to 3.2
mm). Record the same in proforma ‘B’.
Examine the auxiliary interlock finger contact pressure with tension gauge, replace the spring if the pressure is not
proper. (std. pressure – 110 to 170 gms.). Record the same in proforma ‘B’.
Visually examine the sequence of cam position of corresponding switch
NOTE : Cams and slots numbered from left to right.
Lubricate rollers with grade SAE 30 oil.
Check the arc chute and its fixing arrangement.
Mount the arc chute on the contactor and ensure free movement of moving contact.
Proforma ‘A’
i.
Coil resistance at 20°C = 957 ± 8% ohms.
ii.
Contact gap: T1-T9
=
19.05 – 20.64mm
M1-M4 & NC1 – NC4 =
20.64 – 23.81 mm
iii.
Knuckling pressure: T1 – T9
= 2.7 – 4.5 kg
M1 – M4 & NC 1 – NC4 =
1.8 – 3.0 kg
Proforma ‘B’
i.
Auxiliary interlock contact gap = 2.4 – 3.2 mm
ii.
Contact pressure
= 110 – 170 gms.
9. Name the parts of the WSF EP unit and explain?
Main parts of WSF E.P unit are:
1. E.P. Magnet valve unit
2. Tripple valve
3. Stabilizing valve
4. Limiting valve
1. E.P. Magnet valve unit:
E.P. magnet valve unit consists of two main parts they are
a) Holding magnet valve: this valve is used to close and open of the exhaust port of brake cylinder at RR
Position. This will be de-energized condition valve will be opened. Brake cylinder is connected to
atmosphere during EP holding coil energizes and valve closes the exhaust port of BC
b) Application magnet valve: normally this valve will be closed condition. When the coil is energized this
valve opens and allows MR pressure to BC.
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2. Triple valve:
This valve comes in to function only at auto application three pressures are coming to this valve (BP, AR,
BC) so it is called Triple valve.
First and middle chamber are connected to AR next is connected to BP. Third is connected to atmosphere
and fourth is connected BC.
3. Stabilizing valve:
It sensor the triple valve whether it is in release position during EP application this valve exhausts the
stabilizing bulb pressure. When BC pressure charges from AR so that AR pressure reduces by2kg/cm²at top
chamber of triple valve 5kg/cm² constant pressure will move the diaphragm lift side and bring the triple
valve in release condition.
4.Limiting valve: This valve reduces 7 kg/cm² to 3.5kg/cm²
10. Name the parts of WSF Brake controller and explain
Parts of WSF Brake controller:
1. Self lapping assembly
2. Equalizing discharge valve
3. Pressure reducing valve
4. Isolating valve switch
1. Self lapping cylinder:
The electrical supply for holding magnet valve and application magnet valve are controlled through this.
there are two knife switches in this valve to open application contact they are connected to SLC. When we
bring the brake controller handle to EP position first holding contact closes and then application contact
closes. Then BA relay holding coil and application coil gets supply. Brake cylinder pressure is connected to
SLC through pipe line. Hence applied pressure comes on and pushes the cylinder. Then application contact
only open. So brake cylinder pressure is controlled to a limit the spring kept in the self lapping mechanism
opens the application contact as per the brake controller handle movement. Here according to brake
controller handle position air goes to brake cylinder so it is called self lapping.
2. Equalizing discharge valve:
This valve has two chambers top chamber is connected to equalizing reservoir and bottom chamber is
connected BP the BP pressure is charged through EDV during auto brake application the BP pressure is
destroyed through the EDV. The equalizing reservoir is also charged by EDV.
3. Pressure reducing valve: This is used to reduce MR pressure 7 kg/cm² to 5kg/cm² there is an adjusting
hole at the bottom of the valve. So that we can adjust the pressure.
4. Isolating valve switch: It is used to operate brake controller of required time. There are 3 types of valves
in IVS they are:
1. MR pressure is connected to Puppet valve through PRV
2. EDV top chamber is connected to Equalizing reservoir.
3. B.C. pressure is connected to self lapping cylinder.
All the three valve are operated by means of stem (axle) which is connected to the valve shaft. Electrical supply
to EP brake is obtained by closing IVS.
11. Give short notes on
1. Pressure reducing valve: Pressure reducing valve: this is used to reduce MR pressure 7 kg/cm² to
5kg/cm² there is an adjusting hole at the bottom of the valve. So that we can adjust the pressure.
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2. Triple valve:
This valve comes in to function only at auto application three pressures are coming to this valve (BP, AR,
BC) so it is called Triple valve.
First and middle chamber are connected to AR next is connected to BP. Third is connected to atmosphere
and fourth is connected BC.
3. Throttle valve: Compressed air enforcing in the servomotor is first passed through the throttle vale. Air is
allowed slowly through the throttle valve therefore panto is raised slowly and touches the OHE. While
lowering the panto the air in the servomotor should be released. Due to the air pressure in the servomotor,
piston in the throttle valve is pushed backward at that time air is release through the holes inside the
throttle valve. Panto is raised in 6 to 10 sec. and lowered in 8 to 11 sec. to change this period we have to
adjust the screw in the base of the throttle valve.
4. Servo motor of pantograph: It consists of cylinder, piston, piston rod and 3springs. Normally the spring
is in released position and hence panto is in lowered position. With the help of actuating rod when
4.5kg/cm² compressed air is allowed in to the cylinder piston compresses the spring at that time actuating
rod is pushed backward. Due to this two raising springs raises the pantograph. If the air in the servomotor
is released, then the 3 springs pushes the piston outside and pushes the actuating rod forward hence panto
is lowered.
5. Brake binding: The brake binding generally encountered in EMU are as follows.
1. Pneumatic brake binding.
2. Mechanical brake binding.
3. Parking brake binding.
4. Other brake bindings.
During brake binding in we experience ammeter shooting up, hard acceleration, fast deceleration, smoke
from binding wheels and abnormal hotness on wheels and on brake blocks.
Brake bindings occurs in entire formation due to following reasons.
a. Holding contact in brake controller not opening even BCH on release position.
b. Wrong feed which may cause permanent energisation of EP brake holding relay/ magnet valve.
c. Defective brake application relay.
d. Faulty ‘A’ jumper.
12. What type of Bogie used in BG AC EMU/MEMU ? Name its parts?
The bogie used in BG AC EMU motor and trailer coach is of all welded light weigh construction and of
high carrying capacity type.
The parts of bogie are as follows:
1. Bogie frame
2. Wheel sets
3. Axle box
4. Roller bearing
5. dash pot,plug
6. Axle gear
7. Bolster
8. Side bearer
9. spring plank
10. Axke springs
11. Swing link or hanger
12. Hydraulic shock absorber
13. Bogie center pivot
14. Bogie transom.
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15. Sandwich rubber pad
16. Nylon rubber pktes
17. Gear case
18. Bolster spring (secondary spring)
19. Brake rigging parts (Brake shoe, brake hanger, brake block, brake cylinders)
20. Pull rod
21. Safety chain of Pull rod.
13. Explain clearly about the measurements to be taken during IC schedule on bogie and body of BG
AC EMU.
The following measurements are to be taken during IC schedule of BG AC EMU Motor / Trailer Coaches.
Mechanical
Wheel Dia meter
952 – 877, 857
Root wear
14 R – 13 R
Thin flange/flange wear
29mm to 16mm
Sharp flange
14.5R to 5R
Deep flange
28.5 mm to 35 mm
Grooved hollow tyre
Crack tyre by tapping
Loose Tyre by tapping
Flat Tyre
60x3 mm
Wheel gauge
1600 + 2 mm - 1 mm
Roller Bearing Radial clearence
(mm)
Axle box Crown Clearance
Axle box safety strap clearance
Bolster crown clearance
Gap between nylon pad & steel
wearing plate
Clearance between bogie bolster &
body bolster
Bogie Frame height from Rail level
688 + 5mm
Coupler height from Rail level
1035+0 -5 mm
Buffer and Cattle Guard Height from 1105+0 -5mm
Rail level
210 +5 -0 mm
Suspension Bearing Clearances
Topping up of oil
a. Suspension bearing
b. Gear case
Gear Case
Tightness/fitment
of
missing gear case bolt &
locking of bolt.
Brake block
Replacement of condemn
& crack brake block
Under frame (Mech)
Axle box spring, bolster
spring, skid mark on
wheels, hot axle, safety
brackets & straps
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Body:
1. Couplers
2. Shock absorbers
3. Cattle guard
4. Look out glass
5. Head code glass
6. Coach body
7. Flooring
8. Side wall
9. Side frame
10. Luggage bunk
11. Window frame
12. Window glass
13. Compartment sliding door
14. Grab handles
15. Foot steps
16. Seats
17. Seat handles
18. Driver cab door
19. HT room door
20. End panel doors
14. What are the bearing used in Axle box of BG AC EMU and how do you OH axle box.
The type of roller bearing used BG AC EMU is double row self aligning spherical roller bearing. The
overhauling of the axle box is as under :
Dismantling : Place the wheel set in position and remove the axle box splits pins, axle box nuts and
remove the axle box front cover. Unscrew the end locking screws and remove the retaining and extract the
axle boxes by using mechanical puller. Ensure that the axle centre does not damage.
Cleaning : remove the grease from the outer race of the bearing and axle box front cover and also remove
the grease from the bearing assembly manually by rotating the rear cover and bearing. Clean the bearing
with K.oil and cloth till no trace of grease is left. Clean the rear cover and spherical bolts using k.oil.
Attention to the roller bearing assembly.
1. Check for the free rotation of the roller and replace if necessary
2. Check the rear cover for mechanical damages and replace if necessary
3. Check the special bolts and axle locking screw for damages or thread worn out
4. Measure the radial clearances using the feeler gauge between the unloaded rollers and outer race.
5. Move the wheel set for ut test.
6. Examine the bearing inner race, outer race, roller and cage for cracks, pitting, flaking and damage with
magnifying glass under concentrated light.
7. Check the axle and axle roller bearing seating location for damage.
Assembling
1. Heat the axle collar in the induction furnance at the temp. of 100-125 c and mount it on the axle journal.
2. Mount the rear cover along with special bolts over the collar.
3. Heat the ring in the induction heater and mount over the ring seat on the collar.
4. Ensure the tight fit of the ring and temp. is at 100-125 c
5. Heat the bearing in induction heater at 100-125 c and move to wheel set and mount on axle journal.
6. Push the bearing till it heats the ring.
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7. Secure the retaining the ring with locking screw.
8. Tighten the screw and pack the grease in the pocket and gap between the rear cover of the bearing.
15. Write SHORT NOTES
A. Shacku Coupler
Shacku couplers are used to transmit the tractive and braking forces in BG AC EMU formation. In BG AC
EMU we are using semi permanent couplers in between coaches.
B. Air suspension arrangement : is a suspension device where properties of air are used for cushioning
effect (springiness). Enclosed pressurized air in a pre-defined chamber (made of rubber bellow, top metal
plate& bottom emergency rubber spring)provides various suspension characteristics (viz vertical, lateral
&self damping)
C. LEVELLING VALVE
The air suspension leveling valve is fitted to rail vehicles to regulate the car body level irrespective of the
load condition of the vehicle by charging or venting the air suspension bellows. The leveling valve has been
designed as a double seat valve with throttling action. A check valve is incorporated to safe guard bellows
pressure. Located at the top of the valve is port “V” for the auxiliary air reservoir, and the right and left
sides each feature a port “L” for connection to the air spring bellows. Opposite the port “V” is the exhaust
port “E”
D. BPC:
E. Wheel Set
The wheel used in BG AC EMU motor coach are of solid wheel and in trailer coach are of
tyred
wheel two wheels are fixed in an axle and this arrangement is known as wheel set.
The wheels used in (EMU) WAU4 units are tyred wheel type. The types of thin wheels are tightly fitted
with disk or wheel’s centre with the help of glut ring. These types of wheels are fitted in tailor coaches. But
in motor coaches wheels in addition to glut rings four locking keys are fitted. In this method of fitting the
types MC wheels will be stronger than TC wheels. Two wheels are fixed in an axle and this arrangement is
known as “wheel sets”. One open gear fitted to motor coach axle. This is called “open gear”.
Through this gear, only the angular velocity created by TM pinions is transmitted to wheels the centre
portion of wheel is made by rolled steel.
F. DROPPING REACTANCE:It is located in the reactance box under the frame. As long as the tapped half of
the secondary winding is in the circuit this remains in the circuit upto 10 notches. On 11th notch when T 6
closes DL will be out of service.
G. SMOOTHENING REACTOR (SL): The DC supply obtained from the rectifier is not pure DC. It
contains AC ripples which is called pulsating DC, for getting pure DC this SL which removes AC components
from DC. These are provided to smoothen the DC voltage to ensure pulse of DC supply to the traction motors
and to avoid over heating of TM Field coil. SL is provided in the reactor box, ASL 1 to 4 are provided in HT
room in ASL cubicles. PFDs are provided L/side (Dr's side) of M C.
H. OLP: It is located in the relay panel. Normally it will be in the de-energised condition. When there is any
short circuit in the transformer. This relay will energize and trip ABB. If OLP acts, the relay should not be reset
and MC should be made dead and work with the good unit duly informing TLC.
I. TAP CHANGING CONTACTORS AND TRANSFER SWITCHES:These are located in the Tap
changer box in the order of T6, T4, t2, T7, T8, T9, T1, T3, T5. When the MPT is moved from OFF to SHUNT,
HP or FP, these contactors will open and close in respective sequence and voltage is applied to TMs. MSTW
light will glow and extinguish , Ammeter will deviate and the unit will move.
J. EARTH FAULT RELAY FOR POWER CIRCUIT (EFRP): This is provided below relay panel. When
there is an earth fault in Traction Power Circuit, this relay will energise and trip ABB. A Red tangent will drop on
the face of the relay. When EFRP is energise and ABB is tripped, the UFL will also glow in the defective unit.
Relay has to be reset by keeping the control switch in 'OFF' position, OL reset switch has to be operated. If there is
a permanent earth fault in the power* circuit, and is unable to reset, keep HEFRP in 'FAULT' position and re-close
ABB . Train can be worked upto destination duly observing for any smoke or fire or smell or for any abnormality
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from the traction power circuit during the course of run. Trouble shoot for defects at a convenient place and isolate
the defective traction motor. Work the train upto destination and inform TLC. An earth fault protection relay
EFRA-II is provided, which energises whom there is an earth fault in Aux-Power circuit-II and trips ABB
K. Buchholz Indication relay:
Whenever gas is formed due to shortcircuit or any other reason BUD micro swithch closes there BIR acts and
trips VCB when the relay acts a trip indication exhibits on the relay. BIR is located on the relay pannel and BUD
is provided in the transformer.
16. What are the various mechanical measurements to be taken during POH of EMU motor coach.
1. Measure the crown clearances of axle box and record & ensure that crown clearances is within the limit.
2. Check the bolster crown clearance and ensure that the clearances are with in the limit.
3. Measure and record the axle box spring height on load.
4. Measure and record the bolster spring height on load.
5. Check and record the coupler and buffer height and ensure that the buffer height should be within limit.
6. Measure and record the bogie frame height from the level.
7. Measure the coupler height, cattle guard height from the rail level.
8. Measure and record the clearances between body bolster and bogie bolster.
S.No. Description of Items
Parameter to be measured Specified value
1
Axle box crown clearances
Clearances
38 ± 6
2
Bolster crown clearances
Clearances
24 ± 5
3
Body to bogie clearances
Clearances
Mim 95EMU,Mim 143 MEMU
4
Axle box safety strap clearances
Clearances
45±5
5
Coupler height
Height from Rail level
1035 ± ( 0-15)
6
Axle box spring height
Height from Rail level
238 ± 6 EMU
7
Bolster spring height
Height from Rail level
318 ± 6 EMU new
8
Bogie frame height
Height from Rail level
688 ± 5
9
Buffer height l
Height from Rail leve
1105 ± 5
10
Cattle guard height
Height from Rail leve
210 ± 5
17. What are over load protection relays provided in 25 KV BG AC EMU and explain the function of
each relay
OL 1,2, 3 & 4:
OL 1 & OL 2 are provided in switch group- I and OL 3 & OL 4 are provided in switch group II. Normally these
relays will be in the de-energised condition. When the current flowing through the TMs exceeds the set value
(900A), concerned relay will energises and open the TM contactors. If OL 1 or OL 2acts, Tm 1 & T M 2 contactors
will open. RED lamp on Indication panel, MSTWL and unit fault lamp will glow in defective unit. If OL 3 or
OL 4 acts, TM 3 &TM 4 motor contactors will open and Red lamp on indication panel MSTWL and unit
fault lamp will glow in defective unit. To reset these relays put 'OFF' control switch and press OL reset switch. If
the OL trip indication is glowing again, isolate the TM by keeping the corresponding MCs in 1 & 2 out or 3 & 4
out position and work further duly informing TLC.
OVER VOLTAGE & AUXILIARY OVER VOTAGE RELAYS (OVR & AOVR):
These are provided in the switch group 2 and 1 respectively. On progression with MPT in FP position, if the OHE
voltage is increased beyond set value due to any reason, the output of the main rectifier also will be increased and
energises the OVR relay which in turn energises AOVR and stops further progression of the tap changer this relay
is energised in odd notches, progression will be stop in even notches.
This relay will have no effect if the tap changer is already progressed up to 22 notches.
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OLP: It is located in the relay panel. Normally it will be in the de-energised condition. When there is any short
circuit in the transformer. This relay will energise and trip ABB. If OLP acts, the relay should not be reset and MC
should be made dead and work with the good unit duly informing TLC.
18. What is the type of battery used in BG AC EMU. What is the capacity. What maintenance is
required on battery.
The battery used in BG AC EMU is Lead Acid Type. Total capacity of the batteries in each motor coach of BG AC
EMU is 110 V, 90 AH @ 5 Hours rating. 10 batteries are connected in series. Each battery consists of 5 cells.
Maximum volts produced by each cell is 2.2 V. since the cells are connected in series the capacity of battery is 11 V.
Maintenance required on BG AC EMU is as follows:
1. Clean the battery surface for any dust accumulation.
2. Clean battery box.
3. Check the battery container for any leakage/cracks.
4. Remove all vent plugs of the battery
5. Check the electrolyte level and top up each cell with de-mineralized water or distilled water if required.
6. Check specific gravity of electrolyte of each cell. Carry out charging if required.
7. Check voltage of each cell.
8. Tighten all the interconnection and other connections.
9. Check condition of all conduit pipes and clamps
10. Fit all vent plugs.
11. Apply petroleum jelly on all bare connections
12. Check packing for proper fitment it should neither loose nor too tight.
13. Check for any battery terminal / cable for any overheating sign, check for loose connection at the cell
terminal post/cable end.
19. What are the roof equipments available in the BG AC EMU (Motor Coach) explain in details.
The roof equipments available in BG AC EMU Motor Coach are as under :
7. Pantograph
8. Vacuum Circuit Breaker
9. EAS
10. Roof bars
11. Panto mounting insulators
12. Surge arrestor
Pantograph : Pantograph is a most delicate and collapsible equipment, provided on BG AC EMU Motor Coach roof
to receive the OHE supply. When Pantograph raise switch is operated, concerned pantograph will raise in three
stages and touches to the contact wire.
It is based on four insulators to isolate from the body of the EMU. At each point a flexible shunt is provided to
ensure a continuous path of current. Panto pan wearing strips are being replaced with metallic high carbon strips
which give good lubrication properties between OHE & panto and wearing of strips is comparatively less.
PARTS OF PANTOGRAPH:
1.Base frame & insulators.
7.Tranverse rod.
2.Raising springs
8.Panto pan.
3.Horizantal spindle.
9.Panto servomotor.
4.Upper articulation tube.
10.Panto cut out cock.
5.Push rod.
11.Throttle valve.
6.Anti-balancing rod.
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The Vacuum Circuit Breaker of BG AC EMU is 22 CB Single bottle single pole AC circuit breaker. It is provided in
the roof of the BG AC EMU Motor Coach to control the 25 KV supply from the panto to entire equipment. It can be
closed and opened by remote control from the driver’s cabin. It trips automatically due to the operation of various
protective devices. In the event of short circuit, operates a equipment and the circuit is protected from damage.
Working principle of a circuit breaker :
It has 2 contacts, the primary contact and secondary contact. Across primary contact resistance (R) is connected
permanently (1 lakh ohms) when the ABB is in closed position both the contacts of primary and secondary are
closed. While opening, the primary contact opens first and the 1 lakh ohms resistance is introduced in to the circuit
to absorb the passing current and the main arc is extinguished at the primary contact. The primary contact closes
automatically, now to close ABB it is sufficient to close the secondary contact. VCB is a special type of electropneumatic circuit breaker , the circuit interruption takes place in 30 milliseconds.
The Vacuum Circuit Breaker comprises of three main parts :
1. The upper part, which is high voltage circuit. (HT)
2. The intermediate part, which assures isolation from the earth.
3. The lower part with the control unit and the auxiliary circuit. (LT)
ROOF BARS: Six roof bars available on EMU roof to receive the OHE supply from panto and to transfer to VCB.
Cut in Roof bars causes NO TENSION.
CHT : It is used to receive the supply from VCB and sent to main transformer.
EAS: It is hand operated earthing switch provided on EMU Motor coach roof and operated from HT compartment
with the help of reversor key. When this switch is operated main transformer and roof equipment will be earthed.
20. Explain briefly about VCB of 25 KV BG AC EMU?
The Vacuum Circuit Breaker of BG AC EMU is 22 CB Single bottle single pole AC circuit breaker. It is provided in
the roof of the BG AC EMU Motor Coach to control the 25 KV supply from the panto to entire equipment. It can be
closed and opened by remote control from the driver’s cabin. It trips automatically due to the operation of various
protective devices. In the event of short circuit, operates a equipment and the circuit is protected from damage.
Working principle of a circuit breaker :
It has 2 contacts, the primary contact and secondary contact. Across primary contact resistance (R) is connected
permanently (1 lakh ohms) when the ABB is in closed position both the contacts of primary and secondary are
closed. While opening, the primary contact opens first and the 1 lakh ohms resistance is introduced in to the circuit
to absorb the passing current and the main arc is extinguished at the primary contact. The primary contact closes
automatically, now to close ABB it is sufficient to close the secondary contact. VCB is a special type of electropneumatic circuit breaker, the circuit interruption takes place in 30 milliseconds.
The Vacuum Circuit Breaker comprises of three main parts :
1. The upper part, which is high voltage circuit. (HT)
2. The intermediate part, which assures isolation from the earth.
3. The lower part with the control unit and the auxiliary circuit. (LT)
21.Draw the POWER CIRCUIT OF BG AC EMU WAU4 and explain about it?

The motor coach of BG AC EMU WAU4 is provided with a step down Tap changing transformer consisting of 4
windings 1) Primary, 2) Secondary for traction circuit, 3) Auxiliary -I 4) Auxiliary -II windings for the functioning of
the auxiliaries.
The primary winding is connected one end to the Pantograph through the 25 KV circuit breaker ABB and on the
other end to the ground through the earthing brushes, Axle, Wheels and Rails.
The secondary winding for the traction power circuit is divided in to two equal halves, first half is tapped winding
and next one is untapped winding. The tapped winding is divided into 5 equal sections with help of T1 to T5 (
tapchanging contactors ) and facilitates for first 10 notches the untapped winding is connected through T6 for 11
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and 12 notches. and latter the un-tapped winding with tapped half is brought into circuit up to 22 notches.
Progression of notches are effected automatically with help of Master controller (MPT), it is having 4 positions as
OFF, SHUNT, HALF power and FULL power.When MPT is on SHUNT first 2 notches, while on HALF power total 12
notches are effected (SHUNT-2 notches, HALF power +10 notches). First 10 notches by tapped winding and 11 &
12th notches by the out put of untapped winding alone. Further when MPT is moved to FULL power cumulative
voltage up to 22notches by using untapped winding with tapped winding portions one by one.
The connection between the tapped half and the un-tapped half is by means of winding grouping change over
switches W1 & W2. which are operated on off load by electro pneumatic cum cam operation. As long as the tapped
half of the secondary alone is in circuit DL (Dropping Choke) will remain in circuit up to 10 the notch. On all addnotches tap changing reactor (TL) will remain in circuit (TL is not continuously rated). On all even notches TL is put
out of circuit. Hence even notches are called running notches. There are six tap changing contactors (T1 to T6) ,
three transfer switches (T7 to T9) and two winding grouping switches (W1 & W2)
NOTE: On 11th notch when T6 closes, the dropping reactor (DL) is excluded from the circuit and W2 closes on 13th
notch.
2. When the master controller is straight away operated to `Full power' position on 11 the notch W1 opens and
W2 closes.
Only one winding switch remains closed at a time. W1 will remain closed between notches 1 and 12 and W2 will
remain closed from13 to 22. The voltage tapped from the secondary by tap changing contactors is transformed to
main silicon rectifier which are six in numbers and connected in bridge. The bridge rectifier converts the AC voltage
in to Dc voltage. Again the rectified DC voltage is smoothen by the smoothening reactor (SL and further
smoothening is obtained by the additional smoothening reactor (ASL) which is connected in series in each traction
motor circuit. Now the DC power supply is made available to the traction motors by closing traction motor
contactors M1 to M4. the traction motors are DC series excitation type. Each Motor coach is having four traction
motors which are connected in parallel and provided on bogies.
Permanent field diverters are connected across the field windings of each traction motor to ensure pure DC supply
to field coils and also to reduce the heating effect of the motors. Two reversers (K1 & K2). K1 controls for Traction
motors 1 and 2 and K2 for Traction motors 3 and 4 respectively to change the direction of the movement of the
EMU by changing the direction of rotation of traction motors.

An ammeter is provided in the driving cab for the guidance of the motor-man and connected in the
traction motor circuit No.1and also a selector switch (Ass) is provided to change over this ammeter
connection to the motor No.3.Two current limiting relays set at 500A (CLR-1 & CLR-2) are provided to
facilitate automatic progression of the tap changer from notch 2 to 21. The relay CLR-1 is connected in
series with the traction motor No.1 and CLR-2 is connected in series with traction motor No.3.
MCOS 1 to 4 are the isolating switches for the traction motors No.1 to 4 on negative side In modified coaches
MCOS 1-4 are replaced with negative contactors NC1 to NC4.
22. Write the TAPCHANGING SEQUENCE CHART?
NOTCH (MPT)
OFF 0
SHUNT 1
2
HALF 3
4
5
6
7

W1/W2
W1
W1
W1
W1
W1
W1
W1
W1

TAPCHANGING CONTACTOR
T1
T1
T2
T2
T3
T3
T4
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8
9
10
11
12
FULL 13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

W1
W1
W1
W1
W1
W2
W2
W2
W2
W2
W2
W2
W2
W2
W2

T4
T5
T5
T6
T6
T1
T1
T2
T2
T3
T3
T4
T4
T5
T5

T7
T7 & T9
T8
T8 & T9
T7
T7 & T9
T8
T8 & T9
T7
T7 & T9
T8
T8 & T9
T7
T7 & T9
T8

23. Write about SAFETY RELAYS?
PRIMARY OVER LOAD RELAY(OLP)
The primary over load relay (OLP) is provided to protect the Main transformer from over current.This relay is
connected in the secondary of the current transformer(CT), whose primary is connected in series with main
transformer.When primary current exceeds 0.7A, OLP acts and trips ABB and a RED flag drops on the relay. This
can be reset through OL reset switch once.This is located in relay panel.
OVER LOAD RELAY(OL5)
The over-current relay (OL5) is provided to protect the Main rectifiers against over current.When current exceeds
4000A this relay acts and trips ABB,and a WHITE flag drops on the relay.This is located in Tap changer box.
OVER LOAD RELAY (OL6)
The relay (OL6) is provided to protect against the short circuit in the secondary winding of the traction circuit When
current exceeds 4000A this relay acts and trips ABB,and a WHITE flag drops on the relay.This is located in Tap
changer box.
POWER CIRCUIT EARTH FAULT RELAY( EFRP )
EFRP earth fault relay for power circuit.When there is any earth fault in the power circuit,this relay acts and trips
ABB,a RED target falls on the relay.This is provided in the relay panel.Isolating switch for this relay is HEFRP,which
is located in LT room.
AUXILIARY 2 CIRCUIT EARTH FAULT RELAY (EFRA II)
EFRA II earth fault relay for auxiliary 2 circuit.When there is any earth fault in the auxiliary 2 circuit,this relay acts
and trips ABB and RED diagonal bars appears on the relay. To reset the relay target a plunger is provided at the
relay, which is to be pushed upwards. Some new MCs, a RED light will glow and a resetting relay a push button is
provided. This is provided in the relay panel.Isolating switch for this relay is HEFRA II, which is located below EFRA II
in the relay panel.
OVER VOLTAGE RELAY(OVR)
The over voltage relay is provided in the DC side of the traction circuit to stop further progression of Tap changer
through AOVR, in case of the voltage exceeding 540V in Full Power position.This is located in Switch group 2.
OVER LOAD RELAYS FOR TRACTION MOTORS 1-4. .
These relays OL1 to OL4 set at 900A and connected in series with TM1 to TM4 respectively to protect the traction
motors from over current. OL1&2 located in Switch group1 and OL3&4 in Switch group2. If OL1&2 acts M1&M2 will
open and if OL3&4 acts M3&M4 will open.
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BUCHHOLZ INDICATION RELAY(BIR)
Whenever gas is formed due to short circuit or any other reason,BUD micro switch closes there by BIR acts and
trips ABB,when the relay acts a TRIP indication exhibits on the relay. BIR is located in Relay panel.and BUD is
provided inside the transformer.
24. Write about STARTING OF MAIN COMPRESSOR?
When main compressor start switch is pressed wire no 12 will be energized through 5A MCB is ON and BL is
unlock,.inturn compressor relay( CR) will energize in all motor coaches. Now compressor contactor CC1 is closed
through 2.5 A MCB, CR normally open interlock, CG1 normally closed contact and 2.5A SYN MCB are intact.. As
soon as CC1 is closed , main compressor starts working provided 160A fuse intact.
Describe about CONTROL CIRCUIT OF REVERSORS AND MOTOR CONTACTORS?
Motor man to ensure the following before moving the EMU.
1. MR pressure is above 6 kg/cm2,
2. BIV is turned on & BP pressure is 5 kg/cm2 ,
3.Control switch is ON.
4. EP supply BL switch is ON and EP supply on- light is glowing.
Press MPT , throw reversor key forward and then move MPT to SHUNT position. Now the wire nos 1 & 5 are
energizing simultaneously provided MPT 15A MCB is ON, BL is unlock,control switch isON and BIV is turned ON. As
soon as wire no 1 is energized, through MCS1&2 contacts, NC inter locks of M1 to M4, and through wire no 18
MSTWL will glow in the driving cab. When wire no 5 is energized, through MCS 1&2 contacts reversors K1 & K2
forward coils will energize, K1 & K2 will be thrown in forward direction.
As soon as K1 and K2 are thrown in forward direction, through parking brake governor, control governor,
equipment governor in cut in position, CBAR, TTR and RFAR in set condition motor contactors M1 to M4 will close if
OL1&2,OL3&4 are in de energize condition and MCS 1&2, MCS 3&4 switches are normal in the respective circuit.
Expalin about Control governor: (Setting 3.3 to 4.2 kgs/cm2)
This is a pressure switch provided in the BP pipe line to ensure the sufficient pressure (5 kg/cm2) is available for the
auto brake. Whenever there is a reduction of pressure in BP line auto brake will come into action in automatically
with the help of tripple valve provided in each coach. The pressure reduction will cause control governor interlock
to open in M1 to M4 coil branch and thereby causing partial loss of tractive effort in the particular motor coach.
This governor ensures the sufficient brake pipe pressure is available.
Explain about Equipment governor (Setting 3.3 to 4.2 kgs/cm2)
This is also similar to control governor but connected in the pipe line of main reservoir (MR). In case of reduction of
MR pressure this interlock will open in the branch of M1 to M4 coil branch, resulting partial loss of tractive effort in
the particular motor coach.This governor ensures the sufficient MR pressure is available.
Explain about CBAR?:
Whenever the rectifier fuse is blown in more than one rectifier branch, this relay will energize and causing to open
the motor contactors M1 to M4. This ensures no overloading of rectifiers when more than one fuse is blown. To
resume traction CBAR interlock can be by-passed by placing MCS1&2 in 1&2 out or MCS3&4 in 3&4 out position.
Explain about TTR?:
TT is a thermal switch placed closer to the transformer oil. Whenever the transformer oil is heated above the set
valve of 80 degree ‘c’ ( due to any reason), this TT will sense it and close in TTR circuit there by TTR will energise
and it’s interlock in the M1 to M4 coil branch will open resulting in partial loss of tractive effort.
Explain about RFAR?:
An air flow relay RFR is provided in the rectifier cubicles to ensure the working of rectifier fan motor (RF). If the
rectifier fan is not working RF will drop and causing its interlock to open in RFAR circuit resulting RFAR will de
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energize and a TRIP indication will appear on the relay..This will cause partial loss of tractive effort in the particular
motor coach.
25. Under what conditions STARTING RELAY (SR) will energize?
SR initially energizes if the following conditions are fulfilled
1. NVR is energized condition.
2. Motor contactors M1 to M4 are closed.
3 Winding change over switch is in LV side.
4.Tapping contactors T1 to T6 are open condition
WARNING:- SR shall not be manipulated or packed
When wire No.1 is energized, through the MCS1 & MCS2 contacts, normally open interlock of NVR, Normally
closed interlock of WGR, and through LV interlock (W1 closed) the wire no.106A energizes. This in turn energize SR
(starting relay), through the normally open interlock of M1 to M4 (which are connected in series),normally closed
interlock of WGR on positive side and in the negative side SR is being completed through its own SR normally closed
inter lock and T2, T3, T4, T5, T6 & T1 normally closed interlock.
As soon as SR is energized, its four normally open interlocks are closing in different branches, and its normally
closed interlock opens on negative side, but SR will be maintained through its
normally open interlock closes in negative (wire no 41).Another normally open interlock of SR which is in series with
the normally open interlocks of M1& M3 to maintain SR in additional parallel path from 106A. Another normally
open interlock of SR closes in 106A wire which in turn energiess wire no.106 holding wire and also gives feed to
wire no.107 & wire no.108 through normally closed interlock of CLR1 & 2. The SR fourth normally open interlock
closes in then negative side of tap changing contactors connected in series with W1/LV contact to maintain the
circuit when T1 is in closed condition on first notch.
From holding wire 106, T9 contactor coil is energised through normally closed interlock of T8, T2, T4 and T6. At the
same time T7 contactor coil is energised from wire no.108 through normally closed interlock of T7 and T8 and it is
maintained by its own normally open interlock from wire no106.
Through wire no.106A, the T1 contactor coil energizes through normally open interlock of T9, W1/LV contact and
normally closed interlock of T1. The negative of the T1 coil is maintained through normally closed interlocks of T2
to T6, W/LV and normally open interlock of SR. Now the T1 is maintained through its own normally open interlock.
In this condition the contactors T1, T7 and T9 are closed and first notch is effected.
26. What are the CONTROL CIRCUIT OF PILOT LAMPS and explain about them?
There are 8 pilot lamps are provided in the driver desk namely 1.ABB trip lamp 2.EP supply ON 3.OL1&2 4.ASR
5.MSTWL 6.Main rectifier fuse blown 7.BCFR 8.OL3&4.
1.ABB TRIP LAMP:- It is an indication lamp for ABB. As soon as BL is un locked ABB trip lamp will glow in the
driver’s desk, through 5A fault MCB is ON, BL unlock and ABB normally closed interlock is closed. After ABB is
closed in all the motor coach, the ABB trip lamp will extinguish. If ABB is not closed in any one motor coach , ABB
trip lamp will not extinguish. On run if ABB trips in any one motor coach this lamp will glow in leading motor coach
and UFL will glow in defective motor coach.
2. EP SUPPLY ON:- It is an indication lamp provided to indicate the availability of control supply for EP brake.
This lamp will glow, if the following conditions are fulfilled.
a) EP brake 5A MCB is ON
b) BL is unlocked
c) EP supply switch is ON
d) BIV is fully turned ON
e) L/T relay is in energized condition.( In E/K brake system)
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3. OL1& OL2:-This lamp is provided to indicate the action of over load relays OL1 /OL2 in leading motor coach.
When ever current drawn by the traction motor1&2 in leading motor coach exceeds 900A, the relay OL1&OL2
will energize in turn open the motor contactors M1&M2 and normally open interlocks of OL1& OL2 closes in
the pilot lamp circuit causing pilot lamp OL1&OL2 to glow in the driver desk. A test switch (OL TEST) is
provided in the driver’s desk to check the condition of lamp.
4. OL3& OL4:-This lamp is provided to indicate the action of over load relays OL3 /OL4 in leading motor coach.
When ever current drawn by the traction motor3&4 in leading motor coach exceeds 900A, the relay OL3&OL4
will energize in turn open the motor contactors M3&M4 and normally open interlocks of OL3& OL4 closes in
the pilot lamp circuit causing pilot lamp OL3&OL4 to glow in the driver desk. A test switch (OL TEST) is
provided in the driver’s desk to check the condition of lamp.
27) Explain aboput WESTING HOUSE SYSTEM OF BRAKE (WSF) System?
The parts of the brake controller are
1. Brake controller handle,
2. Self lapping cylinder,
3. Poppet valve group, (A<B,C & D)
4. Equalizing discharge valve,
5 Pressure reducing valve,
6. Equalising reservoir
7. Brake isolating valve switch key operated.
8. Application and holding contacts.
The parts of the EP unit are
1. Holding magnet valve.
2. Application magnet valve.
3. Positive acting check valve.
4. Tripple valve with bulk
5. Tripple valve stabilising valve with bulb.
6.Limiting valve.
7. Safety valve.
Under notch each driving cab and equalizing reservoir is fitted.under each coach an auxiliary reservoir for storing
5kgs/cm2 a ir pressure for emergency application of brake (Auto Brake ) is fitted.Each motor coach carries one
Main reservoir fitted in the under frame and every trailer coach two supplementary reservoirs in lieu of main
reservoir to store 6kgs/cm2 to 7kgs/cm2 air pressure are fitted. In the cause of Motor coach, each wheel is
providedwith a brake cylinder and for trailer coaches each pair of wheel s (same axle ) is providedwith one brake
cylinder In the EMU formation two pipe lines, one for main reservoir pressure and the other for brake pipe pressure
run through out the length of the formation. They run from coach to coach through flexible rubber pipes and
Schaku coupler. The MR pipe is of 3/4 dia and painted white and BP is 1" dia painted green. Two isolating cocks
one for MR and one for BP is provided at both ends of every coach and the motor man should ensure that all
intermediate and BP isolating cocks must be kept closed. (Both ends of the formation.)
In every coach one EP isolating cock (EPIC) one auto isolating cock (AIC), bogie brake isolating cock one for each
bogie (BIC),and one air operated switch for each bogie are provided. for each NDT coach a brake cylinder pressure
gauge is provided. and for manual releasing of brake each coach is provided with a release valve which can be
operated from either side of the formation.In every driving cab a duplex gauge for indicating MR and BPpressure
one brake cylinder gauge and a BP pressure gauge for guard are provided.
N.B. An emergency brake valve for guard is provided in every driving cab.
Braking of EMU is effected by brake rigging arrangement by wheel clasping or gripping by brake blocks both
sides.With the MCB for the EP supply on the Driver desk in position `ON' with the EL unlocked, BL switch fro EP
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supply `ON' with BIV switch turned `ON' having created 6kgs/cm2 to 7 kgs/cm2 pressure in MR and charged BP to 5
kgs/cm2 .
When the brake controller handle is in the `Running' position, in the poppet valve grouping, poppet valves A & B
remain open and C and D remain closed and the application and holding contacts in the brake controller remains
open. MR charges the brake pipe and equalizing reservoir with the top and bottom of the equalising discharge
valve diaphragm to 5kgs/cm2 through a pressure reducing valve which reduces 7kgs/cm2 pressure to 5kgs/cm2
through open poppet valves B & A. The brake pipe in turn charges the topof the triple valve diapharam and the
aux. reservoir pressure at the bottom of the triple valve diapharam through choke, the auxiliary reservoir and
tripple valve stablizing valve and triplevalve stablizing valve bulb to 5 kgs/cm2. The brake cylinder arenormally,
open the exhaust in this position (i.e. in Release and Running).
Under the conditions stated above, when the brake controller handle is moved from the released and running
position (position-1) towards the full EP application (Position 2) in the self lapping range, first the holding contact
closes, energising the holding relay of the brake application relay and through its contact energises, all the holding
magnet valve of all the EP units in the formation and effect the closure of the exhaust ports of all the brake
cylinders. Subsequently application contact closes energising the application relay of the brake application relay
and through its contacts energises all the application magnet valves of all the EP units in the formation. Air
pressure from MR pipe flows in the formation. Air pressure from MR pipe flows into the brake cylinders through
application magnet valve through positive acting check valve and limiting valve. The air pressure thus admitted
into the brake cylinders is also admitted into the self lapping cylinder of the brake controller and causes the
opening of the application contact alone. when the air pressure in the brake cylinder correspondence to the
angular displacement (or degree of movement ) of the brake controller handle in the self lapping range,
deenergising the application magnet t valve so of all the EP units, to stop further admission of air pressure into the
brake cylinder while the holding contact remain closed and holding magnet valves still remaining energised
keeping the exhaust ports of the brake cylinders closed to prevent the release of brakes, thus effecting partial
application of EP brakes.When the brake controller handle is moved to position NO.2 (Fullapplication). The positive
acting contacts close and energize both the holding and application magnet coils and holding relays of the brake
application relays and through their contacts energize the holding and application magnet valve s of all the EP
units and brake are applied. The brake cylinder pressure being limited to 1.5 kgs/cm2 by the limiting valves. Thus
effecting full EP application of brakes.
28. Explain FUNCTION OF EP BRAKE?
With the MCB for EP supply On, BL unlocked, BL switch for EP supply ON, the brake isolating valve switch is turned
on and the EP/Auto switch on the side panel on EP side, when the brake controller handle is moved towards full
application position in the self-lapping range the electrical contact closes energizing the `C' magnet valve, there by
isolating `K' pipe from `I' pipe. Since the spring tension is lessened, the `I' pipe pressure lifts the central spindle of
the pressure regulator opening the exhaust port and discharging `I' pipe pressure while `K' pipe pressure remains
the same. In the three pressure switch, the `K' pipe pressure being more than `I' pipe pressure presses the
diaphragm down wards closing the holding contact first and energizing the holding relay of the BA relay and
through its contact holding magnet valves of all the EP units of the formation are energized and exhaust port of all
brake cylinders closed later the application contact closes energizing the application relay of the BA relay and
through it contacts energizes the application magnet valve of tall the EP nits of the formation there by admitting
MR pressure to the brake cylinders through the application magnet valve. Limiting valve, check valve effecting EP
brake application.
Note: When the application contact closes, the holding contact opens but the holding relay of the BA relay is
maintained continuously energized through a diode which connects the application circuit and holding circuit. The
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air pressure thus admitted in the brake cylinder is also admitted into the self-lapping chamber of the three pressure
switch. When this pressure corresponds to the angular displacement of the BCH It tends to open the application
contact above and in so doing closes the holding contact again stopping further admission of air pressure to the
brake cylinders, while retaining the pressure already applied partial application of EP brake. In full application
position the limiting valve limits the brake cylinder pressure to 3.5kgs/cm2 in case of case iron block sand an
additional limiting valve to limit the BC to 1.5kgs/cm2 for motor coaches and 1.8kgs/cm2 in case of trailer coaches
in case of units provided with ferrodo brake blocks. When the BCH is moved back towards release and running
position in the self- lapping range, the spring tension of the pressure regulator is increased, the exhaust port opens
and `I' pipe is charged by the MR through the check valve. The `I' pipe pressure in the three pressure switch gives
and upward thrust opening the application and holding magnet valves of all EP units and connecting the brake
cylinders to exhaust. When the pressure in the brake cylinder drops to the pressure corresponding to the angular
displacement of the BCH the holding contact closes again energising the holding magnet valves of all the EP units
closing the exhaust ports of all the brake cylinder s to effect partial release of EP brake. When the BCH is moved the
release and running position, the electrical contact opens de-energizing the `C' magnet valve connecting the `K'
pipe with `I' pipe when the pressure on both sides of the diaphragm of the three pressure switch normalizing the
diapharam of three pressure switch opens the both application and holding contacts de-energizing both
application and holding magnet valves and discharging BC pressure to exhaust. The function of the tripple valve
stabilizing valve is similar to TVSV provided in westing house brake syste.

29. Draw the power circuit of MEMU/EMU.
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30. Draw Auxiliary circuits of MEMU/EMU?
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31. Draw the PANTO CONTROL CIRCUIT of EMU/MEMU
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